


VISION
To transform the villages of Visakhapatnam district into

models of learning in a manner that all people, physically
challenged and able bodied are gainfully employed. Also to cause
substantive improvements in the state of literacy, health and
economic sustenance. Finally to harness not just natural resources
but also human resources through leadership and motivation.

MISSION
To promote continuous self-improvement in the quality of

lives of the villagers by generating their own leadership in solving
their problems and by creating opportunities at their doorsteps for
utilizing their resources most efficiently.

VALUES
Approach : Participatory
Attention : Poor villagers
Role : Motivation and facilitation
Motto : Intrinsic capacity of every person, even the

poorest, to help themselves

Honesty of purpose, openness and truth, upholding human dignity
and being fair to all, will be guiding principles of our conduct.
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FOREWORD

Creating an environment for a strong culture of

entrepreneurship is a key for economic development of the

country. It is heartening to mention that India has been growing

at a relatively high rate in the last few years, and is likely to be the

largest economy in the world by 2050. Fortunately, India is a young

country with about 63 percent population currently being in the

working age group of 15 to 59 years and it is pertinent to mention

that improved training and skill development is critical for

providing wage employment or self-employment. The Ministry

of MSME has been implementing skill training through National

Institute for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (ni-msme)to

help and assist potential people to become entrepreneurs or

secure wage employment under the “Scheme of Assistance to

Training Institutes” since 2009-10 onwards. We gratefully

acknowledge the support of the Ministry in conducting the

programmes.

It has been a journey of full of challenges.  In general, most

of youth are interested to go for wage employment as most of

them are not aware of the policies and schemes of the Ministry.

They are also not equipped with necessary skills to venture into

business or secure wage employment. Therefore, there was a

need for programme on entrepreneurship and skill development

with practical learning. ni-msme has been privileged to be a part

of this noble initiative through scheme of Assistance to Training

Institutes since inception. ni-msme has been Implementing the

scheme in Southern India through various esteemed partner

Institutions. We are putting our best efforts to impart effective
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training, monitoring and follow up. The efforts of ni-msme and

its partner Institutions is resulting in to success of our trainees.

ni-msme has already brought one volume of success stories.

Moving forward, ni-msme would like to bring out few more

success stories to present a glance of the joint efforts of ni-msme

& its Partner Institutions in nurturing entrepreneurship and

enterprises in many locations of few States. The credits of this

success goes to collective efforts of Ministry of MSME, ni-msme

family & its Partner Institutions and our trainees for their efforts

in learning, enhancing their skills and endeavor to start their

business.

These cases will continue to inspire various stakeholders as

well as the future generation of Trainees.  In this context, we would

like to thank the Heads of partner Institutions, Programme

coordinators and ni-msme Faculty members for their commitment

and effective implementation of the scheme for empowering the

youth through necessary skills for self and wage employment.

Expecting many more such volumes from Partner

Institutions in near future ……

M. Chandrasekhar Reddy

Director General
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REFLECTIONS

BCT in partnership with National Institute for Micro, Small

and Medium Enterprises (ni-msme) has been executing various

Entrepreneurship Skill Development Programs from the years

2010-11. Present partnership is in progress from the last 4 years.

The main objective of imparting ESDP/EDP (Entrepreneurship Skill

Development Program / Entrepreneurship Development Program)

is to promote self employment and wage employment among

youth and women. As of 2013-14 we have successfully executed

40 training programs in 12 disciplines which includes embroidery,

fashion designing, MS Office, Desktop Publishing, Fitter, Electric

house wiring & gadget repairs, Gardening, Biotechnology (organic

farming), food processing, Masonry, Mobile repairing and

Entrepreneurship Development Program. All together 1080 youth

and women members have undergone the trainings.

For implementing the trainings the followed process

includes Pamphlets, posters, distributed and pasted them at

public places and given paper advertisement in local news papers.

Word of mouth canvas is done especially through Community

Education Organizers, women group members and village elders.

In addition to the above in tribal area, we utilized other NGO

services in spreading the word about training programs.  The day

to day training classes were closely monitored by respective CEO

besides the faculty members. Regular monitoring visits are done

by the core staff of BCT to strengthen learning’s and for smooth

execution. For inauguration and valediction involved local Mandal

level officers, local Bankers, and visitors to BCT. Local media has

given due importance to these events.
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After the trainings regular follow up meets were conducted

mainly to review the status of trainees, understanding and provide

guidance on the issues faced and sensitizing them on various

opportunities for establishing as entrepreneur or in employment.

In these meets we involved representatives of District Industries

Center, MSME, Special Economic Zone representatives, MPDO’s,

MRO’s, local bank officials, higher level bank officials, other

Mandal level officials, local NGO representatives, besides BCT

governing body members to appropriately guide them. All these

have supported 59.2% of trainees to be in gainful employment of

which 32.7% are self employed and 26.5 are wage employed.

BCT has the requisite infrastructure facilities, in house

experienced and talented human resources besides rapport with

the villagers and also with the local officers which given ease in

effectively reaching the trainees. Seeing the practicalities and need

equipped trainees with subsidized tool kits in the areas of Mobile,

Electrical Gadget Repairing, Fashion Designing and biotechnology.

In tribal area taken the opportunity of lack of sustained and quality

training in the past and thereby well equipped the trainees. The

employment opportunities in the form of Special Economic Zone

have been well availed by the trainees.

At this juncture, I sincerely acknowledge my gratitude for

the opportunity given by National Institute of Micro, Small and

Medium Enterprises (ni-msme) Hyderabad.  With their valuable

support and guidance we could reach the needy cases to establish

in their lives. There is an immense potential in the tribal area for

skill development especially among youth. Thanks to

governmental policies, many of the youth are able to complete

higher education but lack cutting edge skills. Computer literacy,

Desktop Publishing has in great demand but we need to be careful

in not over reaching. Food processing technology for women has
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great potential but needs a careful strategy so that self

employment units along with market linkages, introduction of new

food technology also needs to be evaluated for development.

Opportunities for organic farming are also immense and going by

the response in rural areas, farmers found the training very useful.

We further wish to establish our stand in effectively reaching

the needy youth members with the experiences gained such as

adopting decentralized approach, ensuring that the trainee will

have access to requisite tool kit, focusing on courses that have

local market demand, incorporating behavioral change sessions

in all the training modules to come out of attitude related issues

and imparting soft skills.  In order to disseminate the good work

done and to motivate other stakeholders we have brought in this

booklet.

B. Sri Ram Murty

Secretary, BCT

Chairmen, Krishi Vigyan Kendra



Sri SV. Giridhara Rao, Deputy Director of Industries, VSKP

sensitizing participants to establish as entrepreneurs

Sri Raghu Ram, Assistant Director, MSME, VSKP explaining

various services of MSME at Paderu Meet



Sri NarasingaRao, Biotechnology trainee sharing his learning’s,

Senior Management of BCT Sri GV Subrahmanyam, Treasurer,

IRS (retd.), Sri PVRK Prasad, BCT President, IAS (retd.), Sri R.

Adinarayanarao, Vice President, Sri IS. Rao, Advisory member,

IAS (retd.), Sri D.Umamaheswara Rao, Sri TVS. RAghavarao,

Joint Secretary are present. (from left to right).

Figure 1K. Srinivasacharyulu, Manager, Andhra Bank addressing

on how to get loan



District Collector being briefed about Ni-msme trainings during

his visit to BCT by Sri B. Srihari, IC, KVK and Sri N. Somayajulu

BCT Secretary Sri B. Sri Ram Murty explaining about Ni-msme

trainings to the Visakhapatnam District Collector Sri Seshadri,

BCT vice President Sri BV. Sreenivsarao is also present.



   One of the trainees from G. Madugula exhibiting the garment

stitched by her

Electric Gadget Trainees of Paderu trouble shooting of Electric

Motor
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Preparation of Compost with Banana plants waste

Preparation of Botanical Pesticides
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Electrical wiring demonstration in Haripuram, one of the

faculties Sri SN.Murthy with trainees

Sri Dharmarao, Chief Manager, SBH, Hyderabad giving inputs on

bankable project and on business plan
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING - 7823

Name of the Trainee :   Ravi Jyothi Babu

Father Name :   Late Jayarao

Village :   Pedakalavalapalli

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Jyothi Babu family consists of 5

members, apart from him wife, 2 daughters and mother live

together. Family holds 0.50 cents of wet land, his wife and mother

look after agriculture and 2 buffaloes.  He used to execute minor

repairs to mobiles besides attending agriculture works. Family lives

in a 2 roomed semi pucca own house which has 2 rooms and

veranda and was constructed with the support of government.
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Education Background: Jyothi Babu mother is illiterate, he

and his wife have studied up to 10th class and children are

studying 5th and 3rd class respectively.

Contact with BCT: Jyothi Babu came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Seeing the present trends and his interest he

has shown interest in undergoing Mobile Repairing Training.

Immediately he perceived this as a good opportunity to empower

his financial situation and decided to join in Entrepreneurship

Skill Development Programme in Mobile Repairing.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities such as down loading, IC works, tackling ringer

problems, screen problems, video & audio problems and all other

mobile repair works. He worked hard to get perfection in what

he is learning. He has successfully completed the course and

gained a lot of confidence. From his view point, training program

was really motivating and given hope for establish in life.

Present Status:  On successful completion of training he has

established shop in the village executing repairs as well kept the

spare parts. Besides this he has also kept fancy items in the shop.

He is earning an amount of Rs.12, 000/- per month and the net

income after expenses is Rs.10, 000/- a month. The increased

income is being spent to meet family needs and in near future

wishes to establish mobile repair shop at Mandal Headquarters

and thereby scale up the operations. He is very happy and showing

much regards to NI-MSME and BCT for giving training in this skill

and is actively taking part in village development activities.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING (7825)

Name of the Trainee :   Chikkala Durgababu

Father Name :   Nookaraju

Village :   Dharmavaram

Mandal :   Yelamanchili

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background : Father Runs Pan shop and in the

family 7 members   live.

Family Background: Mr. Durgababu family consists of (7

members) father, mother, two younger sisters, two younger

brothers and he is the eldest one. One of his sisters got married.

Father runs a pan shop, mother support him in running shop

besides leading house and the meager incomes are not able them

in meeting family basic needs.  Family lives in a very old house

which has 2 rooms and veranda.
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Education Background: Even though parents are illiterate

they wish to give basic education to their children and Durga Babu

is able to study up to 10th class. One of his younger brothers is

unemployed; the other brother is pursuing studies and sister

studied up to 8th class.

Contact with BCT: Durgababu came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Seeing the present trends he has shown interest

in undergoing Mobile Repairing Training. Immediately he

perceived this as a good opportunity to empower his financial

situation and decided to join in Entrepreneurship Skill

Development Programme in Mobile Repairing.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed

the course and gained a lot of confidence. From his view point,

training program was really motivating and valuable for his

empowered life.

Present Status: The learnt skills are being used locally and

by executing mobile repairs, recharging & down loading songs on

his own. On completion of the training he has taken a shop for

rent near RTC Complex, Yellamanchili.   He is able to earn Rs.7500

to Rs9000/- a month. He is very happy to support his family with

his earnings and wish to give good education to his younger

brother. He has plans to improve his business by availing bank

loan.    He is very happy and showing much regards to NI-MSME

and BCT for giving training in this skill and is confident in growing

financially.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING

Sivakrishna executing mobile repairs

Name of the Trainee : Chenda Sivakrishna (7811)

Father Name : Malleswara Rao

Village : Darela

Mandal : Munchingput

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Mr. Sivakrishna family consists of

mother and two elder brothers and father was diseased a year

back and they live together. Mother leads family and they have 2

acres land which is rain fed and is looked after by his brothers.

They live in a two room semi pucca house. The earnings getting

from agriculture is not even fulfilling the basic needs of the family.

His brothers are literate and being the youngest one Sivakrishna

got privilege in completing his ITI, electrical trade.
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Contact with BCT: Even though Sivakrishna completed ITI

he could not find any opportunity since the curriculum in ITI is

not practical oriented. Alike his counterparts he dare not move

to other places for Job Avenue and is in a desperate condition. At

this juncture he came to know about BCT-nimsme executing

vocational skills through one of the community organisers. The

field staff created awareness regarding importance of

Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes which are being

conducted with the collaboration of National Institute of Micro

Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being imparted.

Seeing the present trends he has shown interest in undergoing

Mobile Repairing Training. Immediately he perceived this as a good

opportunity to empower his financial situation and decided to

join in Entrepreneurship Skill Development Programme in Mobile

Repairing.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed

the course and gained a lot of confidence. From his view point,

training program was really motivating and valuable for his

empowered life.

Present Status: On completion of the training to get further

perfection he underwent apprentice cum job and at later point

he joined hands with Modukondamma Mobile sales and service

shop, Paderu on partnership basis, particularly in servicing of

mobiles. Whatever be the income is proportionately shared

among the two. Besides executing mobile repairs, other tasks like

down loading songs are taking place. On an average he is earning

Rs.7, 500/- a month and partly supporting his family, saving some

amount besides meeting his costs. In near future he wishes to

start his own business and expressed his gratitude to NI-MSME

and BCT for giving such opportunity to learn the locally

employable skill which has benefiting his life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING-13831

Name of the Trainee : V. Prasad

Father Name : Nageshu

Village : Panduru

Mandal : Kotavuratla

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background:  Mr. Prasad family consists of his parents

and one younger brother. His family holds 1 acre of dry land and

they cultivate Cashew orchard. His father attends wage works,

mother is house wife and brother is studying. Before undergoing

the training Prasad used to attend wage works occasionally. They

live in a pucca house having 2 rooms with veranda and is

constructed with government support.

Education Background: Prasad studied up to 10th class, both

his parents are illiterates and his brother is studying ITI.
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Contact with BCT: Prasad came to know about BCT-nimsme

executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Seeing the present trends he has shown interest

in undergoing Mobile Repairing Training. Immediately he

perceived this as a good opportunity to empower his financial

situation and decided to join in Entrepreneurship Skill

Development Programme in Mobile Repairing.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed

the course and gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: On completion of training he further wishes

to improve his skill and has joined in mobile repairing shop at

Adda Road junction earning a monthly income of      Rs. 5,000/-

per month. With this he is supporting his family financially and

studying degree privately. On mastering the skill he wishes to start

his own shop by availing bank loan. From his view point, training

program was really motivating and valuable for his empowered

life. He expressed his gratitude to BCT-ni-msme and requested to

conduct these kind of trainings to youth to settle in their lives.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING (7823)

Name of the Trainee : Bantu Anand

Father Name : Desingarao

Village : M. Jagannadhapuram

Mandal : Atchutapuram

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Anand family composition is apart from

him his wife, daughter and son and all together 4 members live.

Family holds 1 acre of land and his wife besides home making

support in agriculture. They live in a pucca house which has 2

rooms. The income derived from agriculture is very meagre.

Education Background: Anand and his wife have studied up

to 10th class, his daughter studying 6th class and son 3rd class.
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Contact with BCT: Anand came to know about BCT-nimsme

executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. He is running a photo studio in the village. In

order to improve his income he wishes to adopt more skills. Seeing

the local needs & present trends he has shown interest in

undergoing Mobile Repairing Training. He has shown interest in

learning various aspects mobile functionalities, repairing and

servicing.

Present Status: On completion of training besides working

on photo studio, started repairing the mobiles in the same place

and in addition he started fancy stores and is able to generate

Rs.10, 000/- per month. He further wishes to improve his working

knowledge on repairing and increase business. In future he wants

to establish Xerox machine and internet facility. The income was

raised by about 50% and expressed that training program was

motivating and valuable for his empowered life.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING (13823)

Name of the Trainee :   P. Harish Babu

Father Name :   Venkateswarlu

Village :   Kodadi

Mandal :   Hukumpeta

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: In Harish Babu family 3 members are

there apart from him his father and mother, belongs to Bhagat

sect, Schedule Tribe.  His father and mothers occupation is

agriculture laborers having 1.5 acres of land.  Before training

Harish Babu is looking out for Job Avenue. Family lives 3 roomed

semi pucca house which is constructed with the support of

government.

Education Background: Harish Babu has completed

intermediate and his parents are illiterates.
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Contact with BCT: He came to know about BCT-Ni-msme

run skill development programs through local NGO representative.

He is being given information about the various trainings and later

the field staff of BCT created awareness regarding importance of

Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes which are being

conducted with the collaboration of National Institute of Micro

Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being imparted.

In order to enhance his income he joined Mobile repair training

course.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed

the course and gained a lot of confidence to work on his own.

Present Status: On completion of the training he started

repairing mobiles from home and in due course of time got

opportunity to work in CMR, Visakhapatnam. Besides working he

is repairing mobiles at home and his total earnings per month is

Rs.9, 000/- of which Rs.4, 000/- is from repairing mobiles. The

increased income is enabling him continuing education and in

near future he wish to establish his own sales and service shop.

He is very happy for the training inputs, particularly focused on

practical aspects, personality development.  He expressed his

gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT for giving the quality training in

marketable skill.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING (7823)

Name of the Trainee :   Adari Aruna Kumar

Father Name :   Venkatarao

Village :   Kottapalem

Mandal :   Yelamanchili

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Aruna Kumar family consists of 5

members apart from him father, mother, brother, one younger

sister who got married and 4 members living together. His father

is small farmer holding 0.60 cents of wet land besides agriculture

he attends wage works, his brother works as agriculture laborer

and mother is home maker. Family lives in a 2 roomed pucca

house.

Education Background: Both his parents are illiterates, his

brother studied up to 10th class and Aruna Kumar has done
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Diploma in Electronics.

Contact with BCT: Aruna Kumar came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organizers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Seeing the present trends he has shown interest

in undergoing Mobile Repairing Training. Immediately he

perceived this as a good opportunity to empower his financial

situation and joined the training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed

the course and gained a lot of confidence. From his view point,

training program was really motivating and valuable for his

empowered life.

Present Status: On completion of the training he is in search

of job avenues and was able to get job in Samsung showroom as

servicing engineer. Since he has electronics background besides

mobiles he is trouble shooting the televisions and is earning a

monthly salary amount of       Rs.8, 000/-.  He is very happy to

support his family with his earnings. On gaining ample experience

in trouble shootings he wishes to establish own servicing center

at Yellamanchili.  He expressed his gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT

for giving the training in marketable skill.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING (Tribal area)-13823

Name of the Trainee : K. Maheswara Rao

Father Name : Late Rajarao

Village : Gudiwada colony

Mandal : Paderu

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background:  My father was diseased and at present

4 members is living together (myself, mother, elder sister and my

cousin brother). We do not possess any assets and are living in a

rented two room house. My mother and sister attend wage works.

Education Background: I studied B.Sc. degree but could not

complete and at that point of time got opportunity in attending

mobile repair training. Besides this, did my PGDCA, JOTC courses.

My brother studying 9th class, sister studied up to 8th class and

mother is illiterate.
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Contact with BCT: Maheswara Rao came to know about BCT-

Ni-msme executing vocational skills through SSR Computer

Education Society office bearers. Office bearers have created

awareness regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill

Development Programmes which are being conducted with the

collaboration of National Institute of Micro Small Medium

Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. Seeing the

present trends he has shown interest in undergoing Mobile

Repairing Training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed

the course and gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: On completion of training with the received

tool kit started repairing phones besides taking part in my friend

mobile shop to further improve skill. He invested Rs.10, 000/- for

purchase of spare parts, recharge and for tools. He is collecting

mobiles sets attracting repairs by visiting colleges and within his

circle and operating from home. He continues to attend existing

mobile shop. He is able to generate a monthly income of Rs.6,

000/-. Wish to establish own mobile sets sales and servicing shop

through getting bank loan and expressed his gratitude for the

training given.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING (7825)

Name of the Trainee :   Pudi Narendra

Father Name :   Apparao

Village :   Dimili

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Mr. Narendra family consists of (6

members) father, mother, two brothers, one sister and he is eldest

among children.  Family does not possess any land and Father is

an Auto driver and mother is home maid, younger sister support

family with tailoring income. They belongs backward community,

lives in government supported house and the meager incomes

are not able in meeting family basic needs.

Education Background: Narendra parents are semi literates

and he studied up to Polytechnic, Electrical but not find any
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avenue. His sister is 10th dropout; his brothers are studying

intermediate and 9th class.

Contact with BCT: Narendra came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organizers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Seeing the present trends he has shown interest

in undergoing Mobile Repairing Training. Immediately he

perceived this as a good opportunity to empower his financial

situation and decided to join in Entrepreneurship Skill

Development Programme in Mobile Repairing.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. On completion of training he

further improved his skill by joining in a shop in Visakhapatnam.

He gained confidence. He feels that, training program was really

motivating and valuable for his empowered life.

Present Status: On getting hold on skill he is executing

mobile repairs, recharging from his house. He is able to earn

Rs.7000/- a month. He is very happy to support his family with

his earnings.  His parents expressed their happiness for showing

way to their son and expressed their gratitude to NI-MSME and

BCT.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING-13831

Name of the Trainee :   K. Nageswara Rao

Father Name :   Atchayya Naidu

Village :   Kokkirapalli

Mandal :   Yellamanchili

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Country :   India

Family Background:  Mr. Nageswra Rao has 4 brothers and

3 sisters beside his parents and all his sisters got married and 6

members are living together. His family holds 0.5 acres of dry land

and 0.5 acres of wet land and besides cultivation his father attends

wage works too. His mother is house maker, 2 of his brother’s

work as agriculture labourers and 1 as construction worker. Family

lives in a pucca house having 2 rooms and is constructed with

government support.
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Education Background: Nageswara Rao studied up to 10th

class and discontinued his studies and is unemployed. His father

studied up to 5th class, mother is illiterate and brothers studied

up to 5th,,  7th and 10th class respectively.

Contact with BCT: Nageswara Rao came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Seeing the present trends he has shown interest

in undergoing Mobile Repairing Training. Immediately he

perceived this as a good opportunity to empower his financial

situation and decided to join in Entrepreneurship Skill

Development Programme in Mobile Repairing.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed

the course and gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: On completion of training he further wishes

to improve his skill and has joined in mobile repairing shop nearby

town and earning a monthly income of      Rs. 5,000/- per month.

On mastering the skill he wishes to start his own shop by availing

bank loan. Besides this he is improving his academic qualification

through distance education i.e. appearing for Degree. From his

view point, training program was really motivating and valuable

for his empowered life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING-13831

Name of the Trainee : B. Rama Govindu

Father Name : Late Ramu

Village : Peddapalli

Mandal : Yellamanchili

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background:  Mr. Govind family consists of 3

members and one of her sister got married and besides him, his

younger brother & mother are living together. His father was

diseased and mother leads family through attending wage works.

They hold 0.30 cents of dry land.

Education Background: Govind has completed his 10th class

and could not continue his studies due to economic reasons. His

younger brother is pursuing 10th class. His mother is an illiterate.
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Contact with BCT: Govind came to know about BCT-nimsme

executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Seeing the present trends he has shown interest

in undergoing Mobile Repairing Training. Immediately he

perceived this as a good opportunity to empower his financial

situation and decided to join in Entrepreneurship Skill

Development Programme in Mobile Repairing.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed

the course and gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: On successful completion of training with

the received tool kit started repairing phones and is earning Rs.5,

000/- a month, operating from home. He has made it a point to

further master skill and is attending shop in Yellamanchili. He

wishes to start his own mobile repairing shop by availing bank

loan. Prior to the training there were no earnings and now he is

happy for supporting his family and for continuation of his brother

education for which he express his gratitude to BCT/Ni-msme.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING - 7825

Name of the Trainee : Mollu Dastalu

Father Name : Late Tatarao

Village : Gollalapalem

Mandal : Munagapaka

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Mr. Dastalu family consists of mother

and himself all together 2 members are living. Dastalu is a special

need person having affected by polio at his younger age to both

of his legs and father is diseased. They have 1 acre of wet land

and mother works as agriculture labourer.  They live in a thatched

house which is owned by them.

Family Background: Dastalu studied up to Intermediate and

his mother is an illiterate.

Contact with BCT: Dastalu came to know about BCT-nimsme
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executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Seeing his deformities, capabilities he has shown

interest in undergoing Mobile Repairing Training. Immediately he

perceived this as a good opportunity to empower his financial

situation and decided to join in Entrepreneurship Skill

Development Programme in Mobile Repairing.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed

the course and gained a lot of confidence. From his view point,

training program was really motivating and valuable for his

empowered life.

Present Status: The learnt skills are being used locally and

is executing mobile repairs & down loading songs on his own. He

established a shop in his village besides taking part in welfare

activities for disabled. He is earning monthly earnings of Rs.5000/

- per month and is supporting the family. He has plans to take fair

price shop dealership and wishes to support Differently

Challenged in his possible way. He is happy and showing gratitude

to NI-MSME and BCT for giving opportunity to learn the locally

employable skill which is supporting him.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING (Tribal area)-13823

Name of the Trainee : J. Venkata Rao

Father Name : Lakshmayya

Village : Jankharput, Santhari

Mandal : Hukumpeta

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background:  Mr. Venkatarao family consists of 5

members, parents, 1 elder brother and younger sister.  Family

possess 3acres of dry land and 1 acre wet land and parent’s

occupation is agriculture. They live in semi pucca house.

Education Background: Venkatarao parents are illiterates,

brother studied up to Degree, sister studying Degree and

Venkatarao stopped with Intermediate.
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Contact with BCT: Maheswara Rao came to know about BCT-

Ni-msme executing vocational skills through SSR Computer

Education Society office bearers. Office bearers have created

awareness regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill

Development Programmes which are being conducted with the

collaboration of National Institute of Micro Small Medium

Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. Seeing the

present trends he has shown interest in undergoing Mobile

Repairing Training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed

the course and gained confidence to establish in life through the

learnt skill.

 Present Status: On successful completion of training with

the received tool kit started repairing phones from home and is

earning a monthly income of Rs.5, 000/- and recently he joined

Raju Graphics, Paderu as computer Operator . He has strong desire

to establish his own shop through getting bank loan.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING (7811)

Name of the Trainee :   V. Dhanarajan

Father Name :   Nandam

Village :   Munchingput

Mandal :   Munchingput

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Dhanarajan family consists of 5

members apart from him father; mother, younger sister and

brother live together and hail from Scheduled tribe community.

His parent’s occupation is agriculture laborers, besides involving

in cultivation. Family owns 2acres of land.  His sister takes care of

home affairs and brother is pursuing education. They live in a 1

roomed hut with veranda.

Education Background: Dhanarajan has completed B.Sc., his

parents and sister is illiterates and brother is studying 9th class.
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Contact with BCT: He came to know about BCT-Ni-msme

run skill development programs through palm plate and through

the BCT volunteer. At that time he used to occasionally attend

wage works. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. In order to enhance his income he joined Mobile

repair training course.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed

the course and gained a lot of confidence to work on his own.

Present Status: On completion of the training he

immediately joined in a Xerox shop with a understanding of

executing mobile repair works. As a salary he is getting Rs.3, 500/

- and through mobile repairs he is able to generate Rs.2, 000/-

together earning an amount of Rs.5, 500/- per month. He is saving

part of his earnings for sister’s marriage and for brother education.

He is very happy for the training inputs, particularly focused on

practical aspects, in future he wishes to start sales of low cost

mobiles. He requested to organize more skill development

trainings for tribal youth and expressed that he will propagate

the message on the importance of acquiring skill. He expressed

his gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT for giving the quality training

in marketable skill.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING (7811)

Name of the Trainee :   Kimudu Adibabu

Father Name :   Rajayya

Village :   Munchingput

Mandal :   Munchingput

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Adibabu family consists of 5 members

apart from him father, mother, 2 elder sisters and hail from

Scheduled tribe community. His father works in ITDA, Paderu as

clerk, eldest sister pursuing her studies and elder sister is working

on contact basis as Nurse and mother is home maker. Family holds

2 acres of land and they cultivate cashew nut & eucalyptus

orchards. Family lives in a 6 roomed pucca house.

Education Background: Adibabu has completed B.A, B.Ed.;

father is a graduate, mother studied up to 7th class, eldest sister
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is studying M.A on completion of B.A, B.Ed. and elder sister has

completed her Intermediate and MPHW course.

Contact with BCT: He came to know about BCT-Ni-msme

run skill development programs through palm plate, at that time

looking out for some avenues and is unemployed.  The field staff

of BCT created awareness regarding importance of

Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes which are being

conducted with the collaboration of National Institute of Micro

Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being imparted.

With an interest of earning money from other than job sources,

he joined Mobile repair training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed

the course and gained a lot of confidence to work on his own.

Present Status: On completion of the training he is using

the venue of his friends’ computer & Xerox center, started

repairing mobiles. On every Saturday there will be big farmers

market where in he gets about 10 mobiles for repair besides get

mobiles on other days. He is able to make monthly earnings of

Rs. 5,000/- per month.  He further wishes to expand his business

through collecting mobiles from adjacent Mandal farmers market

through his contacts over there. Now he is in a position to meet

his DSC coaching costs besides supporting for sisters education.

He expressed his gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT for giving the

training in marketable skill.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING

Name of the Trainee : Yeripalli Nookraju

Father Name : Ramarao

Village : Kottapatnam

Mandal : Rambilli

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Mr. Nookaraju family consists of father,
mother and two elder sisters and father was diseased 2 years
back due to paralysis and hails from form fishermen community.
Mother leads family through selling fish in nearby villages.  They
do not possess own house and are living in a rented house. His
younger sister got married recently with the hard earnings of
mother and from the compensation amount received from Navy
for launching their establishments near the shore. Nookaraju is
affected with polio to both of his legs while he is young. At the
age of 10 years corrective surgeries & regular physiotherapy were
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done to his both of his legs with the support of Partner Agency.
After that with the help of callipers his mobility is improved and
is able to perform his duties on his own. The earnings getting
from mothers occupation are not even fulfilling the basic needs
of the family. They faced lots of hardship in maintaining the family.
Nookaraju by associating with PA could give more focus on
Education and completed his 10th class and through distance
education appearing for Degree in Bachelor of Arts.

Contact with BCT: Nookaraju came to know about BCT-
nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community
organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding
importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes
which are being conducted with the collaboration of National
Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills
being imparted. Seeing the present trends he has shown interest
in undergoing Mobile Repairing Training. Immediately he
perceived this as a good opportunity to empower his financial
situation and decided to join in Entrepreneurship Skill
Development Programme in Mobile Repairing.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile
functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get
perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed
the course and gained a lot of confidence. From his view point,
training program was really motivating and valuable for his
empowered life.

Present Status: The learnt skills are being used locally and
by executing mobile repairs & down loading songs on his own.
With the support of Partner Agency he procured related
equipment and started operating from home. He could able to
earn Rs.3500/- per month on an average and is supporting in
running the family and investing in business. In near future he
plan to establish mobile repair shop at the Mandal Headquarters
and has plans to sell the spare parts. He & his mother are feeling
very happy and showing much regards to NI-MSME and BCT for
giving such opportunity to learn the locally Employable  skill which
has benefiting his life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MOBILE REPAIRING

Name of the Trainee : Manchala Somaiah Dora

Father Name : Lakshmanarao

Village : Marripalem

Mandal : Rambilli

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background:

Somaiah Dora family composition is Father, mother, elder

brother, grand mother and himself. His fathers occupation is

agriculture farmer, having 3 acres of land which is rain fed and is

been looked after by other family members. The income derived

form is just about hand to mouth.

Contact with BCT: Somaiah Dora came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community
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organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Seeing the local needs & present trends he has

shown interest in undergoing Mobile Repairing Training.

Immediately he perceived this as a good opportunity to empower

his financial situation and decided to join in Entrepreneurship

Skill Development Programme in Mobile Repairing.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects mobile

functionalities, repairing and servicing.  He worked hard to get

perfection in what he is learning. He has successfully completed

the course and gained a lot of confidence. From his view point,

training program was really motivating and valuable for his

empowered life.

Present Status: The learnt skills are being used locally, by

executing mobile repairs and started operating from home. He

could able to earn ` 3000/- per month on an average and is slowly

procuring related tools, supporting family members for agriculture

investment.

Somaiah Dora is an enlightened youth and is been involved

in taking up village development activities such as Village

cleanliness initiatives, voluntarily supporting children study hours,

monitoring NREG works & ensuring stake for Challenged,

celebrating national & local festivals and taking part in spiritual,

devotional and cultural aspects. The bondage is further

strengthened with the present skill. He felt very happy and

showing much regards to NI-MSME and BCT for giving such

opportunity to learn the locally employable skill which has

benefiting his life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Electric Gadget Repair

Name of the Trainee : P. Prakasa Rao

Father Name : Narayana

Village : Gokiwada

Mandal : Rambilli Mandal

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Prakasa Rao family comprise of his

parents, 2 elder brothers, 2 sister-in-laws, uncle and 8 members

are living together. Both of his sisters got married. He hails from

Scheduled caste family. His father works as Talari under the

jurisdiction of Village Revenue Officer and except his uncle others

attend wage works. Family hold 2 acres of land, she buffalo with

calf.  They live in own semi pucca house with 4 rooms, veranda

and located in low laying area.
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Education Background: His parents & uncle are illiterate, 2

brothers studied up to 9th & intermediate respectively, both the

sister in laws have studied up to 7th class. Prakasa Rao studied

up to 10th class.

Contact with BCT: Prakasa Rao came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organizers. He used to work under an electrician as assistant in

the village taking part in house wiring works, go for agriculture

wage works.  The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development up gradation

which is being conducted in collaboration with Ni-msme and about

Electrical Gadget Repair training. Since he has some experience

in electrical works he has opted Electrical Gadget Repair Training

and underwent.

During the training he got perfection in fan winding, grinder

and motors trouble shooting and house wiring.  He has

successfully completed the course and gained confidence. From

his point of view, training program was really helpful in repairing

the various appliances and has given clarity in executing repairs,

techniques of wiring.

Present Status: On completion of training got temporary

job in Government Electrical substation as helper and is earning

Rs. 7,500/- per month besides attending agriculture wage works

during holidays. In due course of time he established his own

mike & lighting system by investing Rs.1, 50,000/- (obtaining a

loan amount of Rs. 1, 00,000/-) and is arranging these systems in

marriage and other functions and employed a person.  He is

earning an amount of Rs.12, 500/- per month. He expressed his

happiness to BCT- NI-MSME for giving opportunity to upgrade his

skills and start earnings which shown way to support his family.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN ELECTRICAL GADGET REPAIR (7818)

Name of the Trainee :   Pyla Sattibabu

Father  Name :   Appala Naidu

Village :   Krishnampalem

Qualification :  ITI Electrical

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background :  Sattibabu family is one among the

disrupted family due to the developments in the area i.e. inception

of APSEZ. His father used to be small farmer and in the wake of

developments they have moved to a colony and their small piece

of land was handed to government. Sattibabu is married, lives

with his wife and parents.

Education Background : Seeing the family conditions he

opted ITI Electrician course after completing 10th class and
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completed.

Contact with BCT: Sattibabu came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted in collaboration with National Institute

of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being

imparted. Since he has done his ITI Electrician course he wanted

to get exposed to more practical’s and has shown interest in

undergoing Electrical Gadget Repair Training.

During the training he learnt and got perfection in Mixi

repairs, fan repairs, iron box repairs, grinder repairs and house

wiring.  He is very keen and showed interest in learning repairs to

electric gadgets. He has successfully completed the course and

gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: Before undergoing this practical training he

used to attend small electrical works and used to get very nominal

amount. On successful completion of training he started operating

in nearby 4 villages from his residence. Now that, he is performs

house wiring works, appliances repairs and thereby earns Rs.6000/

- per month. During the course of time got opportunity to work

as Assistant Electrician in PACE PROCESS CONTROLS PRIVATEE LTD.

with a salary of Rs.7, 800 per month. From both the sources his

monthly income is Rs. 13,000/- per month. According to him this

training is a great opportunity and has given him both economic

and social stratum. His family members do very happy for the

improvements of their son.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Electric Gadget Repair

Name of the Trainee : K. Babuji

Father Name : Veeru Naidu

Village : Raja Koduru

Mandal : Rambilli Mandal

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Babuji family comprise his parents, elder

brother, sister in-law & 2 of the children and together 7 members

are living. Family does not possess any land holding, holds 4 milch

animals (cows), besides parents do tenant farming. His brother

works as driver in a nearby private company.   They live in a pucca

house which was constructed with government support.

Education Background: His parents are illiterate, brother

studied up to 8th class and Babuji completed his ITI in Electrical
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trade and a B.com computer graduate.

Contact with BCT: Babuji came to know about BCT-nimsme

executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers while he is not in any gainful employment.  The field

staff of BCT created awareness regarding importance of

Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes which are being

conducted in collaboration with National Institute of Micro Small

Medium Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. Since

he has done his ITI Electrician course he wanted to get exposed

to more practical’s, get grip on the subject and has shown interest

in undergoing Electrical Gadget Repair Training.

During the training he learnt and got perfection in house

wiring, repairing fans, mixies, introduced to motor winding,

invertors and air conditioners. He worked hard and shown interest

to get perfection in what he is taught. He has successfully

completed the course and gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: While undergoing training he got

opportunity and joined Brandix Apparel India as data entry

operator and is earning Rs.6, 000/- per month. In addition he is

executing repairs to home appliances and is able to get around

Rs.1500/- per month and together his monthly earning are Rs.7,

500/-.  From his view point, training program has brought change

in life style and expressed his gratitude.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Electric Gadget Repair -13830

Name of the Trainee : M. Jagan

Father Name : Nookaraju

Village : Gorapudi

Mandal : Rambilli Mandal

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Jagan family constitutes, mother, father,

2 elder sisters and an elder brother and now 3 members live

together i.e. apart from him parents and Jagan. Family possess 0-

70 cents of dry land and they cultivate orchards such as cashew
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nut & coconut besides attending wage works. They live in a pucca

house which was constructed with government support.

Education Background: His parents are illiterate and Jagan

completed his ITI in Electrical trade.

Contact with BCT: Jagan came to know about BCT-nimsme

executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted in collaboration with National Institute

of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being

imparted. Since he has done his ITI Electrician course he wanted

to get exposed to more practical’s and has shown interest in

undergoing Electrical Gadget Repair Training.

During the training he learnt and got perfection in trouble

shooting of various home appliances including house wiring.  He

is very keen and showed interest in learning repairs to electric

gadgets. He has successfully completed the course and gained a

lot of confidence.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he is

earning an amount of  Rs.7, 000/- per month by executing repairs

to motors and home appliances. Prior to training he used to make

minor repairs and is used to get Rs.4, 000/- per month. Now that

he got clarity in identifying the problem area and is acting

accordingly. He expressed his gratitude to BCT-NI-MSME for giving

opportunity to upgrade his skills which certainly enhance the

income.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN ELECTRICAL GADGET REPAIR (7818)

Name of the Trainee :   Chelluri Nookaraju

Father Name :   Appa Rao

Village :   Kothapatnam

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background : Mr Nooka Raju represents

fisherman community, having 6 brothers, 1 sister and mother. In

his family 3 persons have studied up to 10th class, rest of them

are semi literate or illiterates.  He is married, living separately

along with wife and having 1 female & male child. His family lives

in single room thatched hut and do not possess any assets.

Education Background :  Nooka Raju has completed his

primary education in the village school run by Partner Agency

and has studied up to 10th class in the Residential Model High
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School in the premises of Partner Agency. Later in the Government

ITI college completed Electrician course and learnt about TV

mechanism too.

Contact with BCT: Nooka Raju came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted in collaboration with National Institute

of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being

imparted. Since Nooka Raju has done his ITI Electrician course he

wanted to get exposed to more practical’s and has shown interest

in undergoing Electrical Gadget Repair Training.

During the training he learnt and got perfection in house

wiring, repairing fans, mixies, introduced to motor winding,

invertors and air conditioners. He worked hard and shown interest

to get perfection in what he is taught. He has successfully

completed the course and gained a lot of confidence. From his

view point, training program was really valuable for his

empowered life.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he

started operating in nearby 9 villages from his residence. Before

undergoing training he is able to earn Rs.3000/- per month and

now he increased his monthly income to Rs.7, 000/-. He further

wanted to improve his skill in motor winding and solar systems

repair for increasing his income. Now that he is able to meet basic

requirements of his family on his own and his family has joined

DWACRA group and are saving regularly. He expressed his

gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT for giving opportunity to upgrade

his skills which has brought lots of change in leading his life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Electric Gadget Repair

Name of the Trainee : K. Sankara rao

Father Name : Late Nageswara Rao

Village : Melipaka

Mandal : Munagapaka

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Sankara Rao has one elder brother and

sister (got married), father is expired, along with mother 3

members are living. His brother and mother attend agriculture

wage works. They do not have any assets except house

constructed with the support of government.

Education Background: Sankararao studied up to 9th class

and with interest used to take part in electrical works under a

master in the village and used to earn little amount. His elder
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brother studied up to Intermediate and is in search of Job Avenue.

His parents are illiterates.

Contact with BCT: Sankararao came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted in collaboration with National Institute

of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being

imparted. Since he has interest and little exposure to electrical

works he has shown interest in undergoing Electrical Gadget

Repair Training.

During the training he learnt and got perfection in trouble

shooting of various home appliances, in particular fans, grinders

and house wiring.  He is very keen and showed interest in learning

repairs to electric gadgets. He has successfully completed the

course and gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: On completion of training he has taken

assignments on his own and is repairing home appliances repair

and got good recognition in the village. Besides this   got offer in

Panchayat to look after the lighting works. Now he is able to earn

Rs.6000/- per month for which he is very happy. He wishes to

earn @ 15,000/- a month by increasing the volume of work and

through obtaining bank loan.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN ELECTRICAL GADGET REPAIR (7818)

Name of the Trainee :   Surada Appalaraju

Father Name :   Demudu

Village :   Vadapalem

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background : Appalaraju represents fisherman

community, having 3 more brothers, 3 sisters. He is married and

live with his wife and parents. His family does not possess any

assets except own house. His father venture fishing in the sea

and mother is homemade and wife is studying.  The house where

they live in is a pucca house with 3 rooms and the condition is

good.

Education background:   Appalaraju has did his ITI with

Electrical branch, wife is undergoing teacher training. Both of his
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parents are illiterates.  While studying ITI he could not get requisite

exposure in trouble shooting of electrical appliances.

Contact with BCT: Appalaraju came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organizers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development up gradation

which is being conducted in collaboration with Ni-msme and about

Electrical Gadget Repair training. Since Appalaraju has done his

ITI Electrician course he wanted to get exposed to more practical’s

and has shown interest in undergoing Electrical Gadget Repair

Training.

During the training he got perfection in fan winding, grinder

and motors trouble shooting and house wiring.  He has

successfully completed the course and gained confidence. From

his view point of view, training program was really helpful in

repairing the various appliances and has given clarity in executing

repairs.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he

established his workshop in Mandal headquarters with an own

capital of Rs.10, 000/- and is able to generate net income of

Rs. 6,000/- per month besides providing employment to one

person. He expressed his happiness for supporting his family and

besides that utilizing the earnings for purchase of spare parts and

thereby increasing business volume. He wishes to assemble and

sell fans, mixies, grinders in near future.   He expressed his

happiness to BCT- NI-MSME for giving opportunity to upgrade his

skills and income level.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Electric Gadget Repair

Name of the Trainee : Ch. Sankara rao

Father Name : Apparao

Village : Gokiwada

Mandal : Rambilli Mandal

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: In Sankara Rao family 4 members live

together (apart from him, his parents and younger brother). They

do not have any assets except house constructed with the support

of government. His father is an Auto Driver and mother attends

wage works.

Education Background: His father and mother studied up

to 3rd & 2nd class respectively. Sankara rao did his ITI Electrician

course and his brother is studying 10th class.
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Contact with BCT: Sankara Rao came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organizers and at that point he is not in any gainful employment.

The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding importance of

Entrepreneurship skill Development up gradation which is being

conducted in collaboration with Ni-msme and about Electrical

Gadget Repair training. Since he has done his ITI Electrician course

he wanted to get exposed to more practical’s and has shown

interest in undergoing Electrical Gadget Repair Training.

During the training he got perfection in fan winding, grinder

and motors trouble shooting and house wiring.  He has

successfully completed the course and gained confidence. From

his view point of view, training program was really helpful in

repairing the various appliances and has given clarity in executing

repairs.

Present Status: Before training Sankara rao has not taken

part in any gainful employment and on successful completion of

training he joined as helper to local electrician and served without

expecting anything. Seeing the capacities, electrician after first

month started paying Rs. 6,000/- a month. He is making repairs

to grinders, house wiring, refrigerators, iron boxes etc. Now he

expressed his happiness for supporting the family. He expressed

his happiness to BCT- NI-MSME for giving opportunity to upgrade

his skills and start earnings.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN ELECTRICAL GADGET REPAIR (7818)

Name of the Trainee :   Kodela Ramakrishna

Father Name :   Sannibabu

Village :   Haripuram

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background : Ramakrishna family comprises of

father, mother, elder brother; elder sister and all together 5

members live together. His father is an agriculture small farmer

holds one acre of land & have two cows, mother and sister besides

taking care of domestic affairs helps in agriculture and in taking

care of cattle.    His brother works as truck driver under a private

party. Family belongs to backward caste, lives in a thatched house

which has 2 rooms with veranda.

Education background:   Ramakrishna parents are illiterates,
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his brother studied up to 10th class and sister up to 5th class. He

is studying ITI with electrical trade and is in 2nd year.

Contact with BCT: Ramakrishna came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through BCT-ITI staff. The staff

of BCT created awareness regarding importance of

entrepreneurship skill Development training which is being

conducted in collaboration with Ni-msme and about Electrical

Gadget Repair training. The motivating factor to join this course

is his friend who executes electrical works operating from home

and is earning satisfactorily. Based on his interest and pursuing

ITI in electrical trade he has shown interest to undergo Electrical

Gadget Repair Training.

During the training he got perfection in house wiring, fan

winding and repairing other appliances. He is keen in learning

trouble shooting aspects and has successfully completed the

course. From his view point of view, training program was really

helpful in repairing the various appliances.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he

continued working with local electrician, while continuing his

studies. He is executing house wiring, fan winding, taking care of

street lights etc. During the holidays, everyday in the morning &

evening after ITI classes take part in works and is earning Rs.5,000/

- per month. Prior to the training he used to earn Rs. 2,000/- per

month.   The income derived is been meeting his education costs,

family expenses and agriculture input expenses. Ramakrishna and

his parents are happy towards productive efforts and express their

gratitude to BCT-Ni-msme. In future he wishes to establish his

own shop.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN ELECTRICAL GADGET REPAIR (13826)

Name of the Trainee :   K. Sivakumar

Father Name :   Ramarao

Village :   Kummariputtu

Mandal :   Paderu

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background : Sivakumar family consists of 4

members apart from him, his father; mother and younger brother

are living together and represent Schedule Tribe community.

Family owns 1 acres of land and the main occupation of family

members is attending wage works. Family lives in their one

roomed own house with veranda, constructed with the support

of government and the overall condition of house is below

average.

Education background:   Sivakumar has studied up to
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Degree, his brother up to 8th class and his parents are illiterates.

Contact with BCT: Sivakumar came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through news paper and

approached the local representative. The staff and representatives

of BCT created awareness regarding importance of

Entrepreneurship skill Development up gradation which is being

conducted in collaboration with Ni-msme and about Electrical

Gadget Repair training. He has shown interest in undergoing

Electric Gadget Repair training, in order to utilize make this for

self employment and underwent training.

During the training he got perfection in house wiring, fans

and grinders repairing got introduction to motor repairs. He has

successfully completed the course and gained confidence. From

his point of view, training program was really helpful in house

wiring and repairing the various appliances and has given clarity

in executing works.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he

started working himself mainly executing house wiring works and

repairing to home appliances. He is able to earn a monthly

earnings of Rs. 5000/-. Before the training he used to get little

earnings from wage works and expressed his happiness for the

quality training. In future he further wishes to increase the volume

of his operations.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN ELECTRICAL GADGET REPAIR (13826)

Name of the Trainee :   S.A.N. Murthy

Father Name :   Thowdanna

Village :   Kummariputtu

Mandal :   Paderu

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background : Murthy family consists of 6

members apart from him, his father; mother, wife, two brothers

live together and represent ‘Kondadora’ Schedule Tribe

community. Family owns 1 acre of land, 4 Ox, 1 cow   and father

and mother attends wage works besides agriculture and in some

occasions other family members attends agriculture works.  Family

lives in their own house with two rooms & veranda, constructed

with the support of government and the overall condition of house

is below average.
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Education background:   Murthy and one of his brothers

have studied B.A, B.Ed, other brother has done his Bachelor of

Physical Education, his wife completed Degree, father studied up

to 5th class and his mother is illiterate.

Contact with BCT: Murthy came to know about BCT-nimsme

executing vocational skills through news paper and approached

the local representative. The staff and representatives of BCT

created awareness regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill

Development up gradation which is being conducted in

collaboration with Ni-msme and about Electrical Gadget Repair

training. He has shown interest in undergoing Electric Gadget

Repair training, to make it as self employment avenue and

underwent training.

During the training he got perfection in house wiring, fans

and grinders repairing got introduction to motor repairs. He has

successfully completed the course and gained confidence. From

his point of view, training program was helpful especially in house

wiring and in repairing various home appliances.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he

started working himself mainly executing house wiring works and

executes repairs to home appliances. He is able to earn a monthly

earnings of Rs. 4,500/-. Before the training he has limited earnings

through attending wage works and is happy to derive income

through this skill. He further wishes to improve upon his skill and

increase his earnings.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN ELECTRICAL GADGET REPAIR (13826)

Name of the Trainee :   P. Matyaraju

Father Name :   Malanna

Village :   Ubbediputtu

Mandal :   Paderu

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background : Matyaraju family consists of 4

members apart from him, his father; mother and sister are lving

together and represent Bhagata, Schedule Tribe community.

Family owns 3 acres of land, 5 ox’s, 1 cow and 5 sheep. His father,

mother and sister are taking part in agriculture works and in taking

care of animals.     Family lives in their own house and the overall

condition of house is average.

Education background:   Matyaraju and his sister have

studied up to degree, his father up to 7th class and mother is

illiterate.
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Contact with BCT: Matyaraju came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through news paper and

approached the local representative. The staff and representatives

of BCT created awareness regarding importance of

Entrepreneurship skill Development up gradation which is being

conducted in collaboration with Ni-msme and about Electrical

Gadget Repair training. He has shown interest in undergoing

Electric Gadget Repair training, since the trade has local demand,

start some earnings and underwent training.

During the training he got perfection in house wiring, motor,

fans and grinders repairing. He has successfully completed the

course and gained confidence. From his point of view, training

program was really helpful in repairing the various appliances and

has given clarity in executing repairs.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he

started working himself mainly executing house wiring works and

repairing to home appliances. He is able to earn a minimum

amount of Rs.4, 000/- per month. Before the training he has no

earnings, now that he is able to support family and in near future

wishes to improve the trade further.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN ELECTRICAL GADGET REPAIR (13826)

Name of the Trainee :   R. Rambabu

Father Name :   Pottanna

Village :   Ubbediputtu

Mandal :   Paderu

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background : Rambabu family consists of 5

members apart from him, his father; mother, elder brother, sister-

in-law live together and represent ‘Kondadora’ Schedule Tribe

community. Family owns 4 acres of land, 2 Ox   and the main

occupation of family members is agriculture. Family lives in their

own house and the overall condition of house is below average.

Education background:   Rambabu has studied up to Degree,

his brother, sister-in-law up to 7th class and his parents are

illiterates.
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Contact with BCT: Rambabu came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through news paper and

approached the local representative. The staff and representatives

of BCT created awareness regarding importance of

Entrepreneurship skill Development up gradation which is being

conducted in collaboration with Ni-msme and about Electrical

Gadget Repair training. He has shown interest in undergoing

Electric Gadget Repair training, to make it as self employment

avenue and underwent training.

During the training he got perfection in house wiring, fans

and grinders repairing got introduction to motor repairs. He has

successfully completed the course and gained confidence. From

his point of view, training program was helpful especially in house

wiring and in repairing various home appliances.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he

started working himself mainly executing house wiring works and

executes repairs to home appliances. He is able to earn a monthly

earnings of Rs. 4000/-. Before the training he has no earnings

and is happy to support family with his income.  In future he

further wishes to improve his profession.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN ELECTRICAL GADGET REPAIR (13826)

Name of the Trainee :   S.Appalakonda

Father Name :   Laxmaiah

Village :   Kummariputtu

Mandal :   Paderu

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background : Appalakonda family consists of 5

members apart from him, his father; mother, wife, brother live

together and represent ‘Kondadora’ Schedule Tribe community.

His father is small farmer having 3 acres of land, 1 cow, 1 Ox, 4

Buffalos and mother supports in agriculture works. Family lives

in their own semi pucca house with two rooms & two verandas,

constructed with the support of government and the overall

condition of house is average.

Education background:   Appalakonda and his wife have

studied up to Degree, his brother has done his degree and MCA,
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father studied up to 5th class and his mother is illiterate.

Contact with BCT: Appalakonda came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through news paper & his

friends and approached the local representative. The staff and

representatives of BCT created awareness regarding importance

of Entrepreneurship skill Development up gradation which is being

conducted in collaboration with Ni-msme and about Electrical

Gadget Repair training. He has shown interest in undergoing

Electric Gadget Repair training, to make it as self employment

avenue and underwent training.

During the training he got perfection in house wiring, fans

and grinders repairing got introduction to motor repairs. He has

successfully completed the course and gained confidence. From

his point of view, training program was helpful especially in house

wiring and in repairing various home appliances.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he

started working himself mainly executing house wiring works and

executes repairs to home appliances. Besides supporting in family

agriculture works he is taking part in Electrical works and is earning

an amount of Rs. 4,000/- per month. He is happy to support his

family financially and has desire to provide employment to other

in future.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN DTP (7809)

Name of the Trainee :   K. Venkata Ratnam

Father/Husband  Name :   Mastyalingam

Village :   Munchingput

Qualification :   B.Sc, B.Ed.

Mandal :   Munchingput

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Venkata Ratnam family consists of 4

members, apart from him father, mother, wife lives together and

hail from Schedule Caste community. Family owns 1 acre of dry

land in which grow eucalyptus. His parents are agriculture laborers

and wife works as ANM / Nurse.  0-30 cents of land, his parents’

occupation is agriculture laborers besides rearing milch animals.

Family lives in a two roomed house with veranda, constructed

with the support of Government.
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Education Background: Venkata Ratnam studied up to B.Sc.

B.Ed.; his wife did MPHW training, father studied up to 5th class

and mother is illiterate.

Contact with BCT: On completion of his studies he is looking

out for some job opportunity & Is unemployed at this juncture

he saw the news about free skill development trainings in daily

news paper and contacted.   The field staff of BCT created

awareness regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill

Development Programmes which are being conducted with the

collaboration of National Institute of Micro Small Medium

Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. He has exhibited

interest in undergoing DTP Training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects of Desktop

Publishing and gets to know about the basics such as Corel Draw

and Photo Shop. He got perfection in what he is taught. He has

successfully completed the course and gained requisite practical

knowledge.  According to him 45 day training has helped a lot in

acquiring the skill through learning by teaching and confident of

executing this skill as an entrepreneurship.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he has

invested his own money of Rs.40, 000/- and opened shop in

Mandal headquarters taking up photos, job works besides

imparting training. On getting the confidence he borrowed Rs. 1,

60,000/- and improved the shop. He is providing employment to

2 persons in his shop and getting a net income of Rs.15, 000/- per

month. He is able to comfortably pay the loan and is supporting

family. He further wishes to improve business with the inclusion

of Xerox copying machine and lamination. He very much

appreciated the sincere training efforts which allowed in settle in

life and expressed his gratitude to BCT-Ni-msme.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN DTP (7817)

Name of the Trainee :   Yerravarapu Naresh

Father/Husband  Name :   Sattibabu

Village :   Rajala, Kummarapalli

Qualification :  Degree

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Naresh family consists of 5 members,

father, mother, two younger brothers and hails from Schedule

Caste community. Family owns 0-30 cents of land, his parents

occupation is agriculture laborers besides rearing milch animals.

Parents given importance to education other two children are

studying 9th class & 6th class. Family lives in a two room tiled

roof house. The meager income derived is not sufficient in meeting

the basic needs.
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Education Background: Naresh pursued studies up to

graduation, even though has interest could not continue due to

economic reasons.

Contact with BCT: On completion of graduation Naresh

joined in a part time work i.e. NREG in the village and at this

juncture he came to know about BCT-nimsme executing vocational

skills through one of the community organisers. The field staff of

BCT created awareness regarding importance of Entrepreneurship

skill Development Programmes which are being conducted with

the collaboration of National Institute of Micro Small Medium

Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. He has exhibited

interest in undergoing DTP Training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects of Desktop

Publishing and gets to know about the basics such as Corel Draw

and Photo Shop. He got perfection in what he is taught. He has

successfully completed the course and gained requisite practical

knowledge.  According to him 45 day training has helped a lot in

acquiring the skill through learning by teaching and confident of

executing this skill as an entrepreneurship.

Present Status:

On successful completion of training he along with other

co trainee Mr. P. Narasimha Murthy approached government &

bank authorities, succeeded in getting bank loan of Rs.70,000/-

have established mee seva center in Narayanapuram village, a

center place near to their village. Now they are income of Rs.10,

000/- a month and anticipate growth in income. Now they are

supporting their families financially and expressed gratitude for

the opportunity which boosted confidence levels to establish in

life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN DTP (7817)

Name of the Trainee : Gunda Venkatesh

Father Name : Surya Prakash

Village : Murakada

Mandal : Rambilli

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Venkatesh family consists of 4 members,

apart from him father; mother and younger brother live together.

His father involves in business, mother is homemade and brother

works in a private company. They do not possess any assets except

own house and belongs to general category. They live in pucca

house which has 4 rooms.

Education Background : Venkatesh did his ITI, like wise his

brother too ITI with Electrical trade. His father studied up to 10th
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class and mother up to 7th class.

Contact with BCT: Venkatesh came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Seeing the present trends, job avenues & taking

in to consideration of his interest he has chosen DTP and

undergone training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects of Desktop

Publishing and gets to know about the basics such as Page Maker,

Corel Draw and Photo Shop. He has successfully completed the

course.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he got

opportunity in WS Company as computer operator. He is getting

a salary amount of Rs. 8,000/- per month. He is using the income

to expand his fathers business and supporting family and in future

he targeted to get government employment. He expressed his

gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT for giving opportunity to learn

the locally employable skill. From his view point, training program

was really motivating and valuable for his empowered life.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN DTP (7809)

Name of the Trainee :   V. Ravi Kumar

Father  Name :   Bhaskara Rao

Village :   Munchingput

Qualification :   B.Sc

Mandal :   Munchingput

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Ravikumar family consists of 5

members, apart from him father, mother, wife and son lives

together and hail from Schedule Caste community. Family does

not own land property and his parents work as agriculture

laborers.  Family lives in a two roomed semi pucca house with

veranda, constructed with the support of Government.
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Education Background: Ravikumar studied up to BSC, his

wife is also a graduate, his parents are illiterates and his son is

too young.

Contact with BCT: On completion of his studies he is looking

out for some job avenue and at this juncture he came to know

about free skill development trainings in daily news paper and

contacted.   The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. He has exhibited interest in undergoing DTP

Training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects of Desktop

Publishing and gets to know about the basics such as Corel Draw

and Photo Shop. He has successfully completed the course.

According to him 45 day training has helped a lot in acquiring the

skill through learning by teaching and confident of executing this

skill in his future endeavors.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he got

opportunity to work as Vidya Volunteer in nearby village and at

later point got job in Revenue Department and is working as Junior

Assistant and is getting a monthly salary of Rs.16,000/-. The learnt

skill has given ease in executing his tasks. The increased income is

being used to pay the past family debts and for leading the family.

He is expressing his gratitude to BCT-ni-msme for providing quality

training inputs besides life skills and leadership aspects.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN DTP (7816)

Name of the Trainee :   Ravi Eswara Rao

Father/Husband  Name :   Chiranjeevi

Village :   Rajakoduru

Qualification :   Intermediate

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Eswara Rao family consists of 4

members apart from him his father, mother, sister and sister got

married and living with her husband.  His fathers’ occupation is

Agriculture, having 0.60 cents of wet land and 0.40 cents of dry

land. They do rear 2 milch animals. They live in their own house

having one room with verandah and is constructed with the

support of government.

Education Background: Eswara Rao studied up to
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Intermediate, father up to 5th class and mother is illiterate.

Contact with BCT: Eswara Rao came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. In order to get in to Job Avenue he has shown

interest in undergoing DTP Training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects of Desktop

Publishing and gets to know about the basics such as Corel Draw

and Photo Shop. He got perfection in what he is taught. He has

successfully completed the course and gained requisite practical

knowledge and improved his skills. According to him training has

helped a lot in building confidence to lead the life.

Present Status:

On successful completion of training he got opportunity as

computer operator in local milk society and at later point got

opportunity to work as Supervisor in Brandix, SEZ, Atchutapuram.

Besides this he is serving as ‘Gopal Mitra’, executing artificial

insemination to the cattle in his village and together earning Rs.

7,800/- per month.  He is supporting family with his income and

is improving his academic qualification through distance

education.  He is very happy to be part of the training and

expressed his gratitude for the opportunity.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN DTP (7816)

Name of the Trainee :   Kantamreddi   Ramana

Father/Husband  Name :   Nagaraju

Village :   Cheemalapalli

Qualification :   Intermediate

Mandal :   Atchuthapuram

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Ramana family consists of 7 members.

His fathers’ occupation is Agriculture (rain fed) and mother too

helps in agriculture works.

Education Background: Ramana studied up to Intermediate

and he could not purse education due to lack of parental support.

Contact with BCT: Ramana came to know about BCT-nimsme

executing vocational skills through one of the community
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organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Since he is involved in photography operating

from his house he has shown interest in undergoing DTP Training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects of Desktop

Publishing and gets to know about the basics such as Corel Draw

and Photo Shop. He got perfection in what he is taught. He has

successfully completed the course and gained requisite practical

knowledge and improved his skills particularly related to

photography.  According to him training has helped a lot in

improving his skill and confident of leading life with this skill.

Present Status:

On successful completion of training he opened

Photography studio in his village and is able to generate Rs.6000/

- a month and is confident to increase this income shortly and

reaches Rs. 10,000/- a month. He is serving to the photography

needs of surrounding villages. He is able to add value to his

profession through photo setting, color matching, editing besides

saving time. With the increased income he is supporting his family

for his younger brother education and procuring requisite

materials for improving the business. He expressed his gratitude

for the opportunity which boosted his confidence levels to

establish in life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN DTP - 7816

Name of the Trainee : Lakkaraju Ramu

Father Name : Bulli Babu

Village : Gorle Dharmavaram

Mandal : Atchutapuram

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Ramu family consists of 4 members

(father, mother and brother). His fathers’ occupation is

Agriculture, having 0.80 cents of dry land and two milch animals.

They live in an own 4 roomed slab house.

Education Background: Even though both Ramu parents are

illiterates they have understand the importance of education and

provided to their children. Ramu studied B.Sc and his brother

studied B.Com and undergoing coaching to get chance in banks.
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Contact with BCT: Ramu came to know about BCT-nimsme

executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Seeing the present trends & taking in to

consideration of his interest he has shown interest in undergoing

DTP Training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects of Desktop

Publishing and gets to know about the basics such as Page Maker,

Corel Draw and Photo Shop. He worked hard to get perfection in

what he is taught. He has successfully completed the course and

gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status:

On successful completion of training he got opportunity in

Indian Navy, Mumbai and is undergoing training. Besides food

and accommodation he is getting a monthly stipend of Rs.6, 000/

-.  He is supporting his family financially.  While he is in the village

he used to take part in village development initiatives such as

repairs to bores and temple etc.

He expressed his gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT for giving

opportunity which has expanded his outlook.
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Case Study of ESDP IN DTP (7817)

Name of the Trainee : K. V. Annapurna

Husband Name : Krishna

Village : Dimili

Mandal : Rambilli

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Annapurna family consists of 4

members, apart from her, husband, daughter and son together.

Her husband is a farmer having 2acres of wet land and 2 acres

dry land.  They live in a pucca owned house which has 2 rooms

and veranda.

Education Background : Annapurna is post graduate,

husband has done ITI, daughter studying 2nd class and son in

LKG.

Contact with BCT: Annapurna came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Seeing the present trends, job avenues & taking

in to consideration of her interest she has chosen DTP and

undergone training.

She has shown interest in learning various aspects of

Desktop Publishing and gets to know about the basics such as

Page Maker, Corel Draw and Photo Shop. She has given focus in

learning Photoshop and Telugu typing and has successfully
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completed the course.

Present Status: On successful completion of training she

got opportunity in NREGS for preparing computerized reports and

getting salary amount of Rs. 6,000/- per month. The additional

income is being spent for house hold expenses and for higher

studies and has wished to get government job. She is trying to

motivate other women for having Individual Sanitary Latrines and

on sanitation aspects. She expressed her gratitude to NI-MSME

and BCT for giving opportunity to learn the locally employable

skill.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN DTP (7809)

Name of the Trainee :   G. Raja Sekhar

Father  Name :   Raja Rao

Village :   Tussapalli, Kilagada

Qualification :   B.Com

Mandal :   Munchingput

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Raja Sekhar family consists of 4

members apart from, his wife and two children live together and

hail from Schedule Caste community. Family owns 2 acres of land

and he used to cultivate. His wife attends wage works. Both his

children are pursuing their education. Family lives in a two roomed

semi pucca house with veranda, constructed with the support of

Government.

Education Background: Ravikumar studied up to Degree,
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his wife studied up to 10th class and children pursuing their

education.

Contact with BCT: He came to know about the free skill

development trainings information through his friends and

approached. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. He has exhibited interest in undergoing DTP

Training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects of Desktop

Publishing and gets to know about the basics such as Corel Draw

and Photo Shop. He has successfully completed the course.

According to him 45 day training has helped a lot in acquiring the

skill through learning by teaching and confident of executing this

skill in his future endeavors.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he got

opportunity to work as Cluster Coordinator for Munchingput

Mandal in IKP.   He is getting a monthly income of Rs.5, 500/- per

month and is able to discharge his duties with ease through the

learnt skill and on understanding and imbibing the leadership

qualities.  He is happy for getting the job avenue now that besides

agriculture income he is able to draw stable income through the

job and meeting the family needs. He expressed his gratitude to

BCT-ni-msme for providing quality training inputs besides life skills

and leadership aspects.
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Case Study of ESDP IN DTP

Name of the Trainee : Dabbiru Sai Hari Kumar

Father Name : Kameswara Rao

Village : Dimili

Mandal : Rambilli

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Sai Hari Kumar family consists of 6

members (father, mother, 3 brothers & 1 sister). His fathers’

occupation is Agriculture and family gave importance to children’s

education. Agriculture is mainly depends on the spate of rains.

Sai is hearing impaired from his childhood and in Partner agency

run rehabilitation take part and could complete up to 10th class.

Contact with BCT: Sai came to know about BCT-nimsme

executing vocational skills through one of the community
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organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Seeing the present trends & taking in to

consideration of his interest he has shown interest in undergoing

DTP Training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects of Desktop

Publishing and gets to know about the basics such as Page Maker,

Corel Draw and Photo Shop. He worked hard to get perfection in

what he is taught. He has successfully completed the course and

gained a lot of confidence. From his view point, training program

was really motivating and valuable for his empowered life.

Present Status:

On successful completion of training he got opportunity in

Heritage Company as Assistant in the local area. He is drawing `

3,500/- per month and enhancing his education qualifications

(distance). He is very happy for over coming his impairment and

progressing towards leading sustainable life on his own. He is role

model for the differently challenged. He expressed his gratitude

to NI-MSME and BCT for giving opportunity to learn the locally

employable skill which has benefiting his life.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN Biotechnology
- ORGANIC FARMING-13829

Name of the Trainee :   S. Nokaraju

Father/Husband  Name :   Late Tataiah

Village :   Vada Narsapuram

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background : Nookaraju family consists of 4
members, apart from him his wife and 2 sons are living together.
They represent to small farmer family, having an extent of 0.75
acres of dry land and have taken 1 acre on lease. They cultivate
cashew nut, paddy, and vegetables. He has one milch animal and
two calves. Besides agriculture he works as a private employee,
wife is house maker and children are in education. Family lives in
pucca house which has 3 rooms with veranda and is constructed
with the support of Government.

Education Background : Nookaraju studied up to Degree,
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wife up to 5th class and children are studying Polytechnic and
10th class.

Contact with BCT: Nookaraju came to know about BCT-
nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community
organizers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding
importance of following Organic farming – Biotechnology practices
to make agriculture as a viable.  Also, informed about the various
skills that are being conducted with the collaboration of National
Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises. Since he the area
farmers are facing the problems of present cultivation practices,
having introduction to Natural Pest Management  and having
interest in learning better practices he has shown interest and
undergone Organic farming – Biotechnology training.

During the training he learnt preparation of various natural
pest measures, addressing the issues related to pests, composting
practices, the importance of using organic manures, minimizing
the agriculture in put expenses and other management aspects.
According to him training is very timely and appropriate in the
present context.

Present Status: Before the training he used to be in
cultivation of Cashew, Paddy and few vegetables that meets his
own requirement and is used to write SHG records. Now he is
working as Mandal level coordinator in Natural Pest Management
project and is getting a monthly honoraria of Rs.6, 000/-. He is
preparing, using and providing variousitems like Panchagavya to
improve the yield, pest controls such as ‘neem Kashayam’,
panchpatra & Dasapatra kashayams, neemastram, Brahmastram,
Maggiga Kashayam etc. Now that he is able

to guide other farmers towards sustainable agriculture,
growing vegetables in a commercial way and is getting additional
income Rs.18,000/- by selling the vegetables and saving the input
expenses. He has just completed the construction of Nadop
compost pit, in near future he wishes to promote NADEP compost
pits (modified method of fast compost making), Azolla, minimize
the usage of chemical fertilizers and promote cultivation of
vegetables in the house backyards.
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Various bio fertilizer & pest liquids - ready to use

Recently constructed compost structure
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Case Study of ESDP IN ELECTRICIAN: - Self Employment

Name of the Trainee : Dhuli Nooka Raju

Father Name : Narasimham

Village : Haripuram

Mandal : Rambilli

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Haripuram is a small village located in Rambilli
mandal of Visakhapatnam District. There lived a family consisting of ten
member’s altogether.  Narasimham is the head of the family and working as an
agriculture labour. His son Nookaraju was educated upto intermediate. He got
married his daughter whose marriage led to a tragic end of her drunkard
husband leaving family with a lot of loans to pay back. Surrounded by this sort
of disappointing situation Nookaraju was forced to stop his College studies
(BSc Electronics) abruptly and forced to take up a job of assisting an electrician
to add to their family financial status.

Contact with BCT: He came to know about BCT organised ‘Electrician
course’ through one of the community organisers. The field staff of BCT created
awareness regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development
Programmes which are being conducted with the collaboration of National
Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being
imparted. Immediately He perceived this as a good opportunity to empower
his financial situation and explained the essentiality of the program to his family
members and decided to join in Entrepreneurship Skill Development
Programme in electrician course.

About the Electrician Skill: After joining in the course, he has shown a
good interest in learning the Electrician skill. He worked hard to get perfection
in what he is learning. During the course he learned about voltage, resistance,
conductors and insulators, soldering, motor rewinding and repairing of ceiling
fan, table fan, mixer grinder and iron box. Three phase motor connections and
winding connections and distribution three phase supply. He has successfully
came out with the completion of the course by gaining a lot of confidence.

Present Status: He transformed into a confident and professional person
after completing the training program. He worked as a monthly salary based
employee for 6000/- per month. He was able to make his sisters gain a better
education.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN Biotechnology

- ORGANIC FARMING (7815)

Name of the Trainee                    :   Ulluri Somunaidu

Father/Husband  Name :   Venku Naidu

Village :   Vadrapalli

Mandal :   Munagapaka

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background : Somunaidu family consists of 4

members (wife and 2 sons) and is a small farmer having an extent

of 2 acres land. Land has irrigation facility with the means of open

tank. Family lives in pucca house. His wife supports in agriculture

work and both the children are studying.

Education Background : Somunaidu studied up to 7th

class, his wife is illiterate and is giving education to both of his

sons. He wishes to support for children education and has

ambition to see them in good position.
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Contact with BCT: Somunaidu came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of following Organic farming – Biotechnology practices

in making agriculture as a viable.  Also, informed about the various

skills that are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises. Since the area

farmers are facing the problems of present cultivation practices

and having interest in learning better practices he has shown

interest and undergone Organic farming – Biotechnology training.

During the training he learnt the importance of using organic

manures, need for reduction in using chemical fertilizers and pest

control, preparation of Panchagava, cultivating vermin compost,

azolla (cattle feed);   preparing Panchagavya, need of crop rotation

and other management aspects. According to him training is very

timely and appropriate in the present context and is augmented

the family income.

Present Status:  He is very impressed for the training inputs

and started using more organic manures including Panchagavya,

usage of chemical pests drastically came down, followed crop

rotation measures. To start with in six months of time he could

witness an extra income of Rs.30, 000/- from ladies finger by

following training inputs. He is confident of reducing input

expenditure, derive high crop yields and thereby get more income

and expressed her gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT for the

opportunity.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN Biotechnology

ORGANIC FARMING-13829

Name of the Trainee :   P. Narasingarao

Father/Husband  Name :   Late Guruvunaidu

Village :   H.Andalapalli

Mandal :   Atchutapuram

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background : Narasingarao family consists of 3

members, apart from him his wife and son are living together

and belongs to backward caste. He is a small farmer having own

land of 0.50 cents and doing agriculture in 1.5 acres of leased

land. He cultivates paddy, sugarcane green gram and having one

cow. His wife besides taking care of domestic affairs helps in

agriculture and son is a private employee. Family lives in pucca

house having 3 rooms with veranda and is constructed with the

support of government.
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Education Background : Narasingarao studied up to 8th

class, his wife is illiterate and son studied up to Intermediate.

Contact with BCT: Narasingarao came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organizers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of following Organic farming – Biotechnology practices

in making agriculture as a viable.  Also, informed about the various

skills that are being conducted in collaboration with National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises. Since the area

farmers are facing the problems of present cultivation practices

and having interest in learning better practices he has shown

interest and undergone Organic farming – Biotechnology training.

During the training he learnt the importance of using organic

manures, need for reduction in using chemical fertilizers and pest

control, preparation of Panchagava, cultivating vermin compost,

azolla (cattle feed);   need of crop rotation and other management

aspects. He showed interest in learning vermi compost, using live

fertilizers and on preparation of Panchagavya.

Present Status: He actively takes part in the training and

understands the ill implications of present agriculture practices.

Through understanding the importance of   organic farming

started implementing training inputs such as using more organic

manures and pest control measures and thereby reduced the

consumption of chemical fertilizers and pesticides and started

inter cropping (sugarcane and ladies finger).  He noticed that he

could save Rs.10, 000/- in agriculture input expenditure and

anticipating extra income of Rs.20, 000/- through yield and

together his income is raised with Rs.30,000/-. He expressed that

the training inputs are useful and suggested to provide agriculture

tools such as weeding equipment. He is taking part in village

development initiatives and is propagating the importance of

following sustainable agriculture practices.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN Biotechnology

ORGANIC FARMING - 13829

Name of the Trainee :   D. NarasingaRao

Father/Husband  Name :   Appalaswamy

Village :   Haripuram

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background : NarasingaRao family consists of 4

members (wife, father and mother) and 5 of his elder sisters got

married. They represent to small farmer family, having an extent

of 1.5 acres of dry land and 0.60 cent of wet land. They cultivate

cashew nut orchards, paddy, tobacco and vegetables. Family lives

in pucca house which has 2 rooms.

Education Background : NarasingaRao studied up to 10th

class and his wife till 8thclass and parents are illiterates.
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Contact with BCT: NarasingaRao came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organizers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of following Organic farming – Biotechnology practices

in making agriculture as a viable.  Also, informed about the various

skills that are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises. Since the area

farmers are facing the problems of present cultivation practices

and having interest in learning better practices he has shown

interest and undergone Organic farming – Biotechnology training.

During the training he learnt the importance of using organic

manures, need for reduction in using chemical fertilizers and pest

control, preparation of Panchagava, cultivating vermin compost,

azolla (cattle feed);   need of crop rotation and other management

aspects. According to him training is very timely and appropriate

in the present context.

Present Status: He used to cultivate vegetables, cashew

orchards and tobacco using little compost manure and more

chemical fertilizers and pesticides and after the training he is

preparing and using organic compost, identifying and treating

seeds scientifically, following the distance between plants,

reduced usage of chemical fertilizers & pesticides and applying

manures in a proper way. He is very impressed for the training

inputs followed crop rotation measures and other techniques.

He was selected as NPM (Non Pesticides Management) volunteer

at Panchayat level (earning Rs.2000/- per month) and is

propagating among co villagers on preparation of Panchagavya,

preparation of organic composts, selection of seeds,   about azolla

and other sustainable agriculture practices. He is confident of

saving in expenses as well increase in yield through following

present practices by about Rs.12,000 and overall his annual

income increased with Rs.36,000/-.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing (7810)

Name of the Trainees :    K. Subha Lakshmi

Father Name :    Kangu Rajulu

Village :    Seribayalu

Mandal :    Paderu

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Subha Lakshmi family consists of 7

members, apart from her, husband, son, father,   sister and her 2

children live together and are belongs to Scheduled tribal

community. Her husband is unemployed   father is small farmer

having 3 acres of land besides doing petty trades.  Due to fathers

ill health she is leading the family. They live in an owned pucca

house which has 4 rooms.

Education Background: Subha Lakshmi studied up to

intermediate, husband is a graduate, son is studying 9th class,

father studied up to primary level and sister has completed her
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Intermediate. Her sisters children are pursuing education and are

in part way of primary education.

Contact with BCT: She came to know about the skill up

gradation trainings through BCT staff and local volunteers while

they are surveying. The field staff of BCT created awareness

regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development

Programmes, which are being conducted in collaboration of

National Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the

various skills being imparted. Prior to training she is house maker

besides taking part in solving the issues related to tribal women

in particular. She has selected and undergone Food Processing

training, which adds additional income to family, to some extent

have knowledge in preparation and can operate from home.

During the training learnt preparation of value added

nutrition powders, preparation of products with millets that are

locally available, products with fruits and vegetables and various

pickles like Tomato, Ginger, Mango, Gongura, Pappaya, Dosakaya,

ripe Chilli; various snacks items, etc. She has actively take part in

the training, started preparing pickles and other learnt items,

simultaneously in house.   Added to this inputs given for initiating

entrepreneurship has motivated her in get in to business.

Present Status: On completion of training she started get in

to the business of selling salt. Due to her fathers old age and ill

health she has taken over the business of Salt. She procures raw

salt from plain area, adds iodine, pack and labels them and sells.

On an average she gets a margin of about Rs.7,500/- per month.

Besides this she is using the training inputs in house and is able

to provide balanced diet and without loosing much nutritional

values.    The given inputs in training have motivated her to get in

to the business and the additional income is being used to for the

child education as well in meeting the domestic costs.  She further

wishes to improve the business volume by opting subsidy loan

from bank. She expressed her gratitude to BCT-Ni-msme for the

quality inputs received.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing (7822)

Name of the Trainees : Bheesetti Lakshmi

Husband Name : Suribabu

Village : Haripalem

Mandal : Atchuthapuram

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: In Lakshmi family 4 members live

together, apart from her, husband, one female child and male

child; hails from backward caste. Family do not possess any land,

her husband works as agriculture labourer. Now they are living in

a rented house and own house is in construction and constructing

with the support of government.

Education Background: Lakshmi studied up to 7th class, her

husband is an illiterate, daughter studied up to Intermediate and

son is pursuing education and in 8th class.

Contact with BCT: Lakshmi came to know about various skill

development trainings inforamtion through one of the
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Community Organizer. The field staff of BCT created awareness

regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development

Programmes, which are being conducted in collaboration of

National Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the

various skills being imparted. She has selected Food Processing

training since she has introduction in this area by way preparing

mango pickle to add quality to the product and get to know the

marketing aspects.

During the training she has learnt preparation of various

pickles like Tomato, Ginger, Mango, Gongura, Pappaya, Dosakaya,

ripe Chilli; various snacks items, value added powders with green

leaves etc. She understood various marketing strategies and come

out of inhibitions. She actively took part in the training through

practicing. Besides this inputs given for initiating entrepreneurship

has motivated her to adopt new things and strategies.

Present Status: She is in the business from the past 7 years

by preparing and selling only one item i.e. mango pickle in the

limited market vicinity and is able to generate Rs.25,000/- per

year. On completion of training she has increased the volume of

business, added other items like lemon & ginger pickles and the

area of reach is extended. In order to retain quality and arrest

wastage, following the method of soaking mango/lemon/ginger

in salt; dry them properly & store it. Based on the sales she

converts the stuff for use. She has invested Rs.50, 000/- and is

generating net profit of Rs.50, 000/- in a year. Her daughter helps

in this and husband supports during lean period. In a week, 4

days she go around villages and sell the product, remaining days

do business from home. Now that the 2/3 rd income is derived

from mango pickle and 1/3 from other pickles. She is very happy

to admit that this business contributed for construction of pucca

house and in leading respectable life. In near future she wishes

to double the volume of business. She expressed her happiness

for the training inputs which allowed in increasing the volume of

business and giving pride to her.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing (7820)

Name of the Trainees : Kattumuri Sujatha

Husband Name : Chitteswara Rao

Village : Kondakarla

Mandal : Atchuthapuram

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Sujatha family consists of 6 members;

apart from her, husband, 2 female children, father in law and

mother in law live together. Her husband, father in law and mother

in law take care of their 2 acres of their own, 2 cows and 2 buffaloes

and she used to be the home maker.   Family lives in their own

semi pucaa house which has 2 rooms with veranda.

Education Background: Sujatha and her husband have

studied up to 10th class, children are studying 2nd class and LKG,

her father in law and mother in law are literates studied 5th class

and 3rd class respectively.
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Contact with BCT: Sujatha came to know about various skill

development trainings inforamtion through one of the

Community Organizer. The field staff of BCT created awareness

regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development

Programmes, which are being conducted in collaboration of

National Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the

various skills being imparted. She has selected Food Processing

training.

During the training she has learnt preparation of various

pickles like Tomato, Ginger, Mango, Gongura, Pappaya, Dosakaya,

ripe Chilli; various snacks items, value added powders with green

leaves etc,  preparation of biscuits with Ragi powder and

preserving nutrition in foods. She understood various marketing

strategies to sell the products. She actively took part in the training

through practicing.

Present Status: On completion of training she started

preparing various pickles, mostly on the basis of orders.  She has

invested Rs.20, 000/- and is generating net profit of Rs.36, 000/-

in a year. Besides this she is providing nutritious rich food to the

family. The additional income derived is enabling in supporting

her children’s education. In future she further wishes to scale up

the business through getting bank loan. She is very happy with

the training inputs which allowed in supporting family with her

contribution.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing (7810)

Name of the Trainees :    M. Jaya Lakshmi

Husband Name :    Rama Apparao

Village :    Nakkalaput

Mandal :    Paderu

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Jaya Lakshmi family consists of 3

members, apart from her, husband and mother live together and

are belongs to Scheduled tribal community. Her husband is a small

farmer having 2 acres of land; mother sells vegetables in farmers

market (Santa). Family possess 4 cattle and use them for ploughing

purpose. They live in an own semi pucca house which has 2 rooms.

Education Background: Jaya Lakshmi studied up to

intermediate, husband up to 10th class and mother studied 2nd

class.
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Contact with BCT: She came to know about the skill up

gradation trainings through BCT staff and local volunteers while

they are surveying. The field staff of BCT created awareness

regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development

Programmes, which are being conducted in collaboration of

National Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the

various skills being imparted. Prior to training she used to go along

with mother and helping her in selling vegetables. She has selected

and undergone Food Processing training, which adds additional

income to family, to some extent have knowledge in preparation

and can operate from home.

During the training learnt preparation of value added

nutrition powders, preparation of products with millets that are

locally available, products with fruits and vegetables and various

pickles like Tomato, Ginger, Mango, Gongura, Pappaya, Dosakaya,

ripe Chilli; various snacks items, etc. She has actively take part in

the training, started preparing pickles and other learnt items,

simultaneously in house.   Added to this inputs given for initiating

entrepreneurship has motivated her in get in to business.

Present Status: On completion of training she started

preparing and selling mango, tomato pickles and powders with

millets & leafy vegetables and is selling in the farmers market

and in the village. Besides this she has taken up leaf plate making

with adda leaf, (showed way to others) and together earning a

monthly income of Rs. 4,500/- per month. The given inputs in

training have motivated her; the additional income is being used

to clear the previous loans and is spent for the family. She has

wish to start pickle shop in tribal headquarters and wishes to learn

tailoring skill to further enhance her income avenues. She

expressed her gratitude to BCT-Ni-msme for the quality inputs

received.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing (7810)

Name of the Trainees :    Roodhi Ramanamma

Husband Name :    W/o late Ramanarao

Village :    Nakkalaput

Mandal :    Paderu

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Ramanamma family consists of 4

members, apart from her, mother, sister, son lives together and

are belongs to Scheduled tribal community. Her mother & sister

are agriculture labourers, she used to take care of the house

chores and son is a teacher. Family possess 3 acres of land and

they grow ‘Sarugudu’, turmeric and other millets. They live in their

own semi pucca house.

Education Background: Ramanamma studied up to 5ht class,

mother up 2nd class, sister up to 5th class and son has did B.A.,
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B.Ed.

Contact with BCT: She came to know about the skill up

gradation trainings through BCT staff and local volunteers while

they are surveying. The field staff of BCT created awareness

regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development

Programmes, which are being conducted in collaboration of

National Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the

various skills being imparted. Prior to training she used to take

care of household chores and in order to improve her income

she opted food processing training and undergone.

During the training learnt preparation of value added

nutrition powders, preparation of products with millets that are

locally available, various snacks, jams, juices, products with fruits

and vegetables and various pickles like Tomato, Ginger, Mango,

Gongura, Pappaya, Dosakaya, ripe Chilli etc. She has actively take

part in the training and the inputs given for initiating

entrepreneurship has motivated her in getting in to business.

 Present Status: On completion of training she started

preparing and selling ground nut sweet rounds made of Jaggery,

snacks items and tomato pickle. Later she took a loan amount of

Rs.15, 000/- and started groceries shop in the village besides

selling prepared items.  While preparing the snacks items she is

engaging the services of other women. She is able to earn an

amount of    Rs.4, 000/- per month.  She is utilizing the increased

income in the family besides paying back the loan. She further

wishes to improve business volume through conducting sales in

weekly farmers market. She is very happy to be part of the training

which motivated her to adopt positive changes in life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing

Group Activity (7822)

Name of the Trainees :   Bheesetti Bapanamma

:   Bhemisetti Lakshmi

Father/Husband  Name :   Venki Naidu &

    Adi Suri Sanyasi Rao

Village :    H.Andalapalli

Mandal :   Atchuthapuram

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: A team of women two members who belongs
to economically backward community have took part in the Food
Processing training. One family lives in pucca house and one family in
semi pucca house. Each family holds 0.70 acre of agriculture land and
besides cultivating this family members attend to wage works and are
leading their families.  The meagre incomes derived are not even
sufficient in meeting the development needs of their children.
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Education Background: One of the women has basic literacy skill
studied up to primary level and the other one is illiterate.

Contact with BCT: They are part and parcel of Partner Agency
initiatives and are saving @ ̀  100/- per month and looking out for taking
up income generation initiative for which they requested for undergoing
any suitable training. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding
importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes, which
are being conducted in collaboration of National Institute of Micro Small
Medium Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. They have
selected Food Processing training as their choice since they can add to
their family income through operating from their house.

During the training they have learnt preparation of various pickles
like Tomato, Ginger, Mango, Gongura, Pappaya, Dosakaya, ripe Chilli;
groundnut rounds with Jaggery, Halwa with bottle guard, items with
rice flakes, Wheat & other millet powders, Chegodilu; nutritional
powders with Kottimeera, curry leaf, powders with all variety leafy
vegetables; powders with various dals including ragulu. They actively
took part in the training, learnt various food items preparation through
actively taking part in practical demonstrations.  Besides this inputs given
for initiating entrepreneurship has motivated them in starting group
activity.

Present Status: On completion of training these women have
come together as group and started preparing mango, lemon, Ginger,
and tomato pickles. They have invested Rs. 40000/- of which 30000/- is
taken as loan from DWACRA group. They have been marketing the
pickles in surrounding villages. Now, each of the members is able to
generate an additional income of Rs.3000/- per month. They further
wishes to improve the business with the support of bank loan.

 With prepared pickles

They feel happy in getting additional income through which they
are meeting the education requirement of children and groceries for
house consumption.  By taking part in group activity entrepreneurship
their relations with other members & villagers are getting strengthened,
prompting for collective actions. They express their gratitude to BCT
and NI-MSME for giving the opportunity which enhancing their family

income.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing – Group Activity-13824

Name of the Trainees :   L. Dhana Lakshmi

    L. Puspha Kumari &

    M. Sabitha

Village :    Munchingput

Mandal :    Munchingput

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: A team of women three members who

belongs Scheduled tribe community have come together and

started entrepreneurship, preparing and selling items such as

snacks, sweets, pickles and powders.   All these families do not

possess any land and their husbands are employees and lives in

semi pucca houses. They have strong wish to support families

with their earnings.

Education Background: Of the 3 members, 1 person is a
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graduate, one has completed Intermediate and the other one is

literate. Respective husbands are graduates and providing

education to their children.

Contact with BCT: They came to know about the skill up

gradation trainings through BCT staff and local volunteers. The

field staff of BCT created awareness regarding importance of

Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes, which are being

conducted in collaboration of National Institute of Micro Small

Medium Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. They

have selected Food Processing training as their choice since they

can add to their family income through operating from their

houses.

During the training they have learnt preparation of value

added nutrition powders, preparation of products with millets

that are locally available, products with fruits and vegetables and

various pickles like Tomato, Ginger, Mango, Gongura, Pappaya,

Dosakaya, ripe Chilli; various snacks items, milk based products

etc. They actively took part in the training, learnt various food

items preparation through taking part in practical demonstrations.

Besides this inputs given for initiating entrepreneurship has

motivated them in starting group activity.

Present Status: On completion of training these women

have come together as group and started preparing sweets,

snacks, pickles and various powders. They have been marketing

the products in the village and in schools. They got good

reputation especially for pickles and powders. Now, each of the

members is able to generate an additional income of Rs.2000/-

per month. They further wishes to improve the business with the

support of bank loan.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing – Group Activity

Names of the Members

K. Dhanalakshmi w/o Ramana Babu

Bheesetty Lalita w/o Raju

Pentakota Koteswari w/o Siva Ganesh

Village : Vummalada

Mandal : Munagapaka

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: A team of women members who

belongs to economically backward community have took part in

the Food Processing training. Two of them studied up to 10th

class and one up to class 7th. Husbands’ occupation is small

farmer, Server in Hotel & attends private plumbing works

respectively. These women are house wives and with the meagre

incomes they find difficult in meeting the development needs of

their children.
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Contact with BCT: At this juncture they came to know about

BCT-nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the

community organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness

regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development

Programmes, which are being conducted with the collaboration

of National Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the

various skills being imparted. They have find Food Processing as

one of the best entrepreneurship for enhancing family incomes,

which can be learnt & implement easily and availed the

opportunity.

During the training they have learnt preparation of pickles

like Tomato, Ginger, Mango, Gongura, Pappaya, Dosakaya, ripe

Chilli; groundnut rounds with Jaggery, Halwa with bottle guard,

items with rice flakes, Wheat & other millet powders, Chegodilu;

nutritional powders with Kottimeera, curry leaf, powders with all

variety leafy vegetables; powders with various dals including

ragulu. They are keen in learning various food items in the training;

simultaneously they have practiced learnt items in their houses

and have mastered the art of preparing various items.

Present Status: Of the trained, three members come

together as group and started preparing items such as Ginger,

Gongura, tomato, Pappaya, ripe Chilli pickles; Ground nut rounds

with Jaggery, Gavvalu with wheat powder, rice flakes & Chegodilu.

At present they are aiming at local market that to in the village.

Even during the training they introduced various items to the

neighbours, relatives & School teachers and got good reputation

for the quality. They are preparing & selling the items based on

the orders. They have started entrepreneurship in a modest way

(by investing Rs.500/- and could generate Rs.200/- a day) and are

able to generate Rs.1, 500/- per month per member. They feel

happy in getting additional income through which they are

meeting the books requirement of children, purchasing vegetables

and groceries. They express their gratitude to BCT and NI-MSME

for giving the opportunity which enhancing their family income.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing – 13824

Name of the Trainee :    Pangi Bhavani

Husband Name :    Ganesh

Village :    Indira Colony

Mandal :    Munchingput

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: In Bhavani family all together 5

members live, apart from her, husband, two daughters and a son.

They belong to Scheduled tribe community. Family owns 3 acres

of land in which they cultivate paddy and turmeric.  Her husband

is a driver and looks after agriculture. Bhavani used to support in

agriculture works besides taking care of home affairs and children

are studying. They live in their own house having 3 rooms with

veranda and is constructed with the support of Government.

Education Background: Bhavani has studied up to 7th class,

her husband 9th class, elder daughter studying 3rd class, son
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studying UKG and other daughter is too young.

 Contact with BCT: Bhavani came to know about the skill up

gradation trainings thrugh the daily news paper and approached

BCT staff. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes,

which are being conducted in collaboration with National Institute

of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being

imparted. She has selected Food Processing training so that she

can operate from home and earn money.

During the training she has learnt preparation of products

with millets & pulses that are locally available, products with fruits

and vegetables, various snacks items and various pickles like

Tomato, Ginger, Mango, Gongura, Pappaya, Dosakaya, ripe Chilli;

milk based products etc. She actively took part in the training,

learnt various food items preparation through taking part in

practical demonstrations.

 Present Status: On completion of training she has started

preparing snacks items such as Pakoda, mixture, Vada and selling

them in weekly market. By taking orders she is preparing and

giving sweets.  She is able earn a monthly income of Rs.4, 000/-.

She has plans to prepare cakes on order. The present income is

enabling her in supporting in running the family; her husband

does not support family much and is addicted to bad habits. She

expressed her happiness to be part of this training through which

could learn business techniques, economics.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing -13824

Name of the Trainee :    Pangi Meena

Husband Name :    Manmadharao

Village :    Dharela

Mandal :    Munchingput

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Meena family consists of 5 members,

apart from her, her husband, two daughters and one son live

together and belongs Scheduled tribe community. Besides

agriculture her husband do cattle business, having 4 acres of land,

cultivates paddy, Samalu, Ragulu and turmeric. Meena used to

support in agriculture works, taking care of home affairs,

occasionally works in local sweet shop as daily labourer and

children are studying. Family lives in a rented house.

Education Background: Meena has studied up to 4th class,

her husband 7th class and son is studing Intermediate and girls
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are studying 10th class and 7th class.

Contact with BCT: Meena came to know about the skill up

gradation trainings in the Mandal DWACRA meet and approached

BCT staff. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes,

which are being conducted in collaboration with National Institute

of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being

imparted. She has selected Food Processing training by turning

this for self employment avenue.

During the training she has learnt preparation of products

with millets that are locally available, products with fruits and

vegetables, various snacks items, bakery items and various pickles

like Tomato, Ginger, Mango, Gongura, Pappaya, Dosakaya, ripe

Chilli; milk based products etc. She actively took part in the

training, learnt various food items preparation through taking part

in practical demonstrations.

 Present Status: On completion of training she has started

preparing snacks items such as Samosa, Pakoda, mixture and

sweets, selling them in weekly market besides selling from house.

She is able earn a monthly income of Rs.3, 000/- operating from

home that to for about a week in a month. She has plan to organize

daily sales through establishing shop. The additional income is

being spent to meet the education expenses and house

maintenance expenses.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing (7822)

Name of the Trainees :   Karanam Varahalamma

Husband  Name :   Nookaraju

Village :   Murakada

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Varahalamma is having 4 children, all

of them got married and living separately and she lives with her

husband. Her husband is a small farmer has 1 acre wet and 1 acre

dry land. They have one milch animal. They live in a 4 roomed

semi pucca house and the overall condition of house is average.

Education Background: Varahalamma is a literate, studied
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up to 5th class, having leadership qualities and her husband

studied up to 7th class.

Contact with BCT: She is part and parcel of Partner Institute

initiatives and is actively taking part in village development

activities. She came to know about the various skill development

programs being implemented in collaboration of National Institute

of Micro Small Medium Enterprises.  She has selected Food

Processing training since she can add to their family income

through continuing support in agriculture works, taking care of

cattle and can operate affairs from house.

She actively took part in the training, learnt various food

items preparation through active participation in practical

demonstrations.  Besides this inputs given for initiating

entrepreneurship has motivated her.

Present Status: On completion of training she started

preparing pickles and nutrition based snacks items and selling

them in the village to the DWACRA group members, neighbours

and relatives. She has find making powders from millets or rice in

surrounding villages, people used to depend on nearest big village

and is facing hardships for this. With the support of PI community

staff she made market study and established own pounding unit

at her house. Besides taking care of agriculture & cattle works,

she could earn additional net income of Rs. 2,600/- per month

for which she is very happy. She could support additional income

in meeting agriculture investments as well for running the home

affairs. In near future she further wishes to scale up the nutritional

snacks business. She is very happy for attending the training,

expressed her gratitude to BCT and NI-MSME for the opportunity.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing (7821)

Name of the Trainees :    Madagala Varahalamma

Husband Name :    Sanyasamma

Village :    Marripalem

Mandal :    Rambilli

District :    Visakhapatnam

State :    Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: In Varahalamma family apart from her,

husband live together. Family holds one acre of wet land and she

used to attend agriculture wage works.  They belong to general

category.   They are living in pucca owned house which has 4

rooms.

Education Background: Varahalamma studied up to 5th class

and her husband has studied up to 7th class.

Contact with BCT: Varahalamma came to know about

various skill development trainings information through one of
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the Community Organizer. The field staff of BCT created awareness

regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development

Programmes, which are being conducted in collaboration of

National Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the

various skills being imparted. She has selected Food Processing

training and underwent training.

During the training she has learnt preparation of various

pickles like Tomato, Ginger, Mango, Gongura, Pappaya, Dosakaya,

ripe Chilli; various snacks items, value added powders with green

leaves etc. She actively took part in the training through practicing.

Besides this inputs given for initiating entrepreneurship has

motivated her to initiate entrepreneurship initiative.

Present Status: On successful completion of training she

started preparing snacks items, operating from her house and

selling in the village. In a month she invests Rs.5000/- and is able

to generate a monthly income of Rs.2,5 00/-. In near future she

has plans to prepare pickles in a commercial way.   Besides this

she is propagating the nutrition based foods among the pregnant

and lactating women. She is very happy for attending the training,

expressed her gratitude to BCT and NI-MSME for the opportunity

which has given new ideas and knowledge.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing – 7821

Name of the Trainees :   Y. Thayaru

Father/Husband  Name :   Srinu

Village :   Marripalem

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Thayaru family consists of her husband,

2 male children and all together 4 members live together. Family

holds 1 acre of wet land besides cultivation both husband and

wife used to attend agriculture wage works. They live in a 2

roomed pucca house with veranda, constructed with the support

of Government.

Education Background: Thayaru and her husband have

studied up to 9th class and children are studying 3rd and 1st class

respectively.
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Contact with BCT: They are part and parcel of Partner Agency

initiatives and through one of the field staff of BCT created

awareness regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill

Development Programmes, which are being conducted in

collaboration of National Institute of Micro Small Medium

Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. She has selected

Food Processing training as their choice since she can add to family

income through operating from house.

During the training she has learnt preparation of various

food items, snacks items, pickles like Tomato, Ginger, Mango,

Gongura, Pappaya, Dosakaya, ripe Chilli.  She has actively took

part in the training, learnt various food items preparation through

actively taking part in practical demonstrations.  Besides this

inputs given for initiating entrepreneurship has motivated her to

start business.

Present Status: On completion of training she has started

preparing various snacks items by investing Rs. 4,000/- she is able

to generate Rs.2,000/- per month through tapping the local

market. Now that she is able to support for the children’s

education expenses and agriculture in put expenses. She has plans

to start preparing and selling pickles in a commercial way.  She

expresses her happiness for the training inputs which enhanced

family income.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing - 7821

Name of the Trainees :   P.Chakramma

Husband  Name :   Late Sattibabu

Village :   Chinnapalem

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Chakramma lives alone and her husband

is diseased. She does not possess assets except a 1 roomed semi

pucca house to live in. She used to attend agriculture wage works

which partial employment. She belongs to forward caste and

economic conditions are poor. The meagre incomes derived are

not even sufficient in meeting the basic needs.

Education Background: Chakramma is just a literate and has

studied up 5th standard.

Contact with BCT: She is part and parcel of Partner Institute
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initiatives and is taking part in village development activities. She

came to know about the various skill development programs being

implemented in collaboration of National Institute of Micro Small

Medium Enterprises.  She has selected Food Processing training

since she can add to her income through operating from house.

During the training she has learnt preparation of snacks

items, juices, various pickles like Tomato, Ginger, Mango, Gongura,

Pappaya, Dosakaya, ripe Chilli; groundnut rounds with Jaggery,

Halwa with bottle guard, items with rice flakes, Wheat & other

millet powders, Chegodilu; nutritional powders with Kottimeera,

curry leaf, powders with all variety leafy vegetables; powders with

various dals including ragulu. She learnt various food items

preparation through actively taking part in practical

demonstrations.

Present Status: On completion of training she started

preparing snacks items, pickles and nutrition based items and

selling them in the village and by investing Rs. 4,000/-  could earn

Rs.2, 000/- per month. Besides this she is propagating the nutrition

based foods among the pregnant and lactating women. Now that

she is able to meet family needs with additional income. She is

very happy for attending the training, expressed her gratitude to

BCT and NI-MSME for the opportunity which has shown way to

lead the life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing – Group Activity

Names of the Members : Vegi Venkata lakshmi
  w/o Venkata Apparao
  Vegi Venkata lakshmi
  w/o Govinda Rao
  Vegi Jaya Lakshmi
  w/o Paru Naidu

Village : Mulajampa
Mandal : Rambilli
District : Visakhapatnam
State : Andhra Pradesh
Country : India

Family Background:

A team of women members who belongs to economically
backward community have took part in the Food Processing
training. All these women have basic literacy skills and have
studied up to primary level. Two of the families are living in pucca
houses and one family in semi pucca house. Each family holds
0.50 acre of agriculture land and besides cultivating this family
members attend to wage works and are leading their families and
one of the family do involve in rearing milch animals.  The meagre
incomes derived are not even sufficient in meeting the
development needs of their children; however the health
conditions of family members are satisfactory in 2 families and in
one family, a member is suffering with asthma.
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Contact with BCT: They are part and parcel of Partner Agency
initiatives and are saving @ ` 100/- per month and looking out for
taking up income generation initiative for which they requested
for undergoing any suitable training. The field staff of BCT created
awareness regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill
Development Programmes, which are being conducted in
collaboration of National Institute of Micro Small Medium
Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. They have
selected Food Processing training as their choice since they can
add to their family income through operating from their house.

What change is brought: During the training they have learnt
preparation of various pickles like Tomato, Ginger, Mango,
Gongura, Pappaya, Dosakaya, ripe Chilli; groundnut rounds with
Jaggery, Halwa with bottle guard, items with rice flakes, Wheat &
other millet powders, Chegodilu; nutritional powders with
Kottimeera, curry leaf, powders with all variety leafy vegetables;
powders with various dals including ragulu. They actively took
part in the training, learnt various food items preparation through
actively taking part in practical demonstrations.  Besides this
inputs given for initiating entrepreneurship has motivated them
in starting group activity.

Present Status: Of the trained three members and another
2 members of aged women (who have also attended training)
come together as group and started preparing Ginger, Gongura,
and tomato pickles with their small savings in a small way.  They
have been marketing the pickles in and around the villages.  Now,
each of the member is able to generate an additional income of `
1000/- per month.

Ginger Pickle preparation in progress

They feel happy in getting additional income through which
they are meeting the books requirement of children and groceries
for house consumption.  By taking part in group activity
entrepreneurship their relations with other members & villagers
are getting strengthened, prompting for collective actions. In a
week 3 days they are performing Bhajans with other villagers,
supporting children education, taking part in performing village
goddess festivls  and working out on the issues like alcoholism.
They express their gratitude to BCT and NI-MSME for giving the
opportunity which enhancing their family income.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Food Processing (7820)

Name of the Trainees :   Veesam Venkata Lalitha

Father/Husband  Name :   Venkata Ramana

Village :    Saitarupeta

Mandal :   S. Rayavaram

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Lalitha family consist her husband, two

children, all together 4 members live together.  She used to be

the house wife and they hold 2 acres of land which is rain fed.

They live in a tiled house which has one room with veranda. They

belong to forward caste and economic conditions are poor. The

meagre incomes derived are not sufficient in meeting the

development needs of their children.

Education Background: Lalitha is a graduate and her children

are pursuing education and she wish to provide good education

to her children.
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Contact with BCT: She is part and parcel of Partner Institute

initiatives and is actively taking part in village development

activities. She came to know about the various skill development

programs being implemented in collaboration of National Institute

of Micro Small Medium Enterprises.  She has selected Food

Processing training since she can add to their family income

through operating from house.

During the training she has learnt preparation of various

pickles like Tomato, Ginger, Mango, Gongura, Pappaya, Dosakaya,

ripe Chilli; groundnut rounds with Jaggery, Halwa with bottle

guard, items with rice flakes, Wheat & other millet powders,

Chegodilu; nutritional powders with Kottimeera, curry leaf,

powders with all variety leafy vegetables; powders with various

dals including ragulu. She actively took part in the training, learnt

various food items preparation through actively taking part in

practical demonstrations.  Besides this inputs given for initiating

entrepreneurship has motivated her.

Present Status: On completion of training she started

preparing pickles and nutrition based items and selling them in

the village and thereby could earn Rs.1, 500/- per month. Besides

she is teaching other women of village in how to prepare various

items. As part of the training she got to know the personality &

leadership development guidance besides encouraging taking part

in village development initiatives has brought major change in

her life. During the recent Panchayat elections she got offer to

stand as President and won it and now that she wishes to improve

employment opportunities, Water and Environment sanitation

and organic farming practices in the village. She is very happy for

attending the training, expressed her gratitude to BCT and NI-

MSME for the opportunity which has changed her life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Fashion Designing (7813)

Name of the Trainee : V. Subhadra

Husband Name : Gundu Padal

Village : Munchingput

Mandal : Munchingput

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Subhadra family constitutes with 4

members, apart from her, husband, 2 daughters live together and

are hail from Schedule tribe community. Her husband works as

teacher, family hold 3 acres of land. They live in a rented house

which has 4 rooms.

Education Background: Subhadra has studied B.A., B.Ed. and

is unemployed, her husband is B.Sc., B.Ed. and daughters are too

young.

Contact with BCT: Subhadra came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through reading in news paper
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and contacted. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. She does not wish to sit ideally and with a

intention of supporting family financially she joined the course.

By assessing her capabilities, market avenues she find Fashion

Designing is of use and underwent training.

She has thoroughly learnt the stitching of clothes, cutting,

hand embroidery and garment construction aspects. She very

much like the way of training, through which she could learnt

stitching garments.  She successfully completed the course and

gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: On successful completion of training she

has purchased requisite tailoring machine and started operating

from home through stitching blouses, Salwar sets, children

dresses, petty coats etc. She has also taken the order and stitched

uniforms of 300 children studying in government schools. On an

average her monthly income is Rs.5, 500/-, besides providing

employment to nearby women. She is happy to say about her

support to family and is making expenses for undergoing DSC

coaching. In future she has plans to focus on getting more uniform

orders and by engaging women increases the business volume.

She expressed her gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT for the

opportunity.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Fashion Designing

Name of the Trainee : Annam Manga

Husband Name : Arjunarao

Village : Velchuru

Mandal : Rambilli

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Manga family constitutes, husband and

2 children, one girl and a boy. She studied up to 7th class and

used to be the house wife and husband is a construction worker

and the earnings are just meeting the basic requirements of the

family. They do not possess any assets.

Contact with BCT: Manga came to know about BCT-nimsme

executing vocational skills through one of the community
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organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. By assessing her capabilities, having only one

tailor in the village, market avenues she find Fashion Designing is

of use and underwent training.

She has thoroughly learnt the stitching of clothes, cutting,

hand embroidery, colour combinations and garment construction

aspects by extending her time period in the existing garment unit.

She successfully completed the course and gained a lot of

confidence. From her view point, training program was really

motivating and valuable for his empowered life.

Present Status:

On successful completion of training she started working

from home and in due course of time she got opportunity in

joining as dress maker and is able to generate an monthly income

of ` 4,500/- per month from both the avenues. The increased

income is enabling in sending children to local convent, meeting

the basic requirements in the household, meeting health related

expenses and in clearing the debts.  She is very happy for

supporting the family and very much wish to provide good

education to her children and expressed her gratitude to NI-MSME

and BCT for the opportunity.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Fashion Designing (7813)

Name of the Trainee  : Seesa Gunmoni

Father Name  : Gasi

Village : Japparu, Jolaput

Mandal : Munchingput

District : Visakhapatnam

State  : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Gunmoni family constitutes, mother,

father and lives in remote village hamlet with 15 families. Her

parents used to involve in podu cultivation in 11/2 acres but due

to financial constraints they pledged their land and are working

as daily wage earners. The meagre income derived is not even

sufficient in meeting the basic needs. She studied up to 10th class

in government residential school, joined in intermediate but could

not continue due to poor economic conditions. They live in a one

room house with veranda and house condition is poor.
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Contact with BCT: Gunmoni came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. By assessing her capabilities, limited availability

of tailors in the vicinity,  market avenues she find Fashion Designing

is of use and underwent training.

She has thoroughly learnt the stitching of clothes, cutting,

hand embroidery and garment construction aspects. On

completion of the training she along with other 9 trainees have

responded to the offer given by PI and further undergone training

in Garment production unit run by BCT. For many of them it is

the first time to get in to the outer world beyond tribal area. She

successfully completed the course and gained a lot of confidence.

From her view point, training program was really motivating and

valuable for her empowered life.

Present Status:

On successful completion of training she along with other

2 trainees (K. Pusphavathi & P.Jyothi) have established garment

making unit at the Mandal headquarters Munchingput. PI has

supported them by providing sewing machines. Now they are able

to earn together Rs.12000/- a month. They wish to undertake

ashram school children uniforms for the coming academic year

and improve the business and thereby support the family. In the

process she got married to government teacher. She and other

members are very happy about their status, become confident

of earning and expressed gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT for the

opportunity.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Fashion Designing (7814)

Name of the Trainee :    Kirlampalli Sridevi

Husband Name :    Srinivasarao

Village :    Dharapalem

Mandal :    Rambilli

District :    Visakhapatnam

State :    Andhra Pradesh

Country :    India

Family Background: Sridevi family constitutes, husband,

male child and female child. Her husband is a driver in private

office and they do not possess any land.  They own a pucca house.

They hail from backward caste and the earnings are just meeting

the basic requirements of the family.

Education Background: Sridevi and her husband have

studied up to 10th class and their children are studying 4th class

and 2nd class.
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Contact with BCT: Sridevi came to know about BCT-nimsme

executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. Other than taking care of house management she does

not possess any skills. The field staff of BCT created awareness

regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development

Programmes which are being conducted with the collaboration

of National Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the

various skills being imparted. By assessing her capabilities,

demand for the trade, market avenues she find Fashion Designing

is of use and underwent training.

She has thoroughly learnt the stitching of clothes, cutting,

hand embroidery, colour combinations and garment construction

aspects by extending her time period in the existing garment unit

by another 2 months. She successfully completed the course and

gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: On successful completion of training she

started working from home by stitching blouses, lining to sarees,

stitching children dresses and is able to generate an monthly

income of Rs. 4,000/- per month. Many of her relatives including

her husband are supporting her. The increased income is enabling

in meeting the children’s development aspirations and her

husband, parents and relatives are very happy with the change.

She is very happy & confident guy for supporting the family and

expressed her gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT for the opportunity.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Fashion Designing (13827)

Name of the Trainee : B.Ch. Sanyasamma

Husband Name : Kondababu

Village : Vurumu

Mandal : G. Madugula

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: In Sanyasamma family apart from her,

husband live together belongs konda dora, Scheduled Tribe

community. Her husband occupation is agriculture having 2 acres

of land and she used to attend NREG works occasionally since

her health does not permits.  They live in a pucca house which is

constructed with the support of government.

Education Background: Sanyasamma has studied up to 5th

class and her husband has studied up to 8th class and is ward
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member to Panchayat.

Contact with BCT: Sanyasamma came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through local NGO

representative. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Since she has problem in attending wage works,

to improve her financial status has shown interest to undergo

fashion designing training. By assessing her capabilities, market

avenues she find Fashion Designing is of use and underwent

training.

She has thoroughly learnt the stitching of clothes, cutting

and garment construction aspects. She very much like the way of

training, through which she could learnt stitching garments that

to arresting the wastage of cloth.  She successfully completed

the course and gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: On successful completion of training she

started stitching blouses, petticoats and is earning a monthly

income of Rs.4, 300/- and is supporting in meeting the family

expenses. The above income is inclusive of wage work income of

Rs.1, 800/-. In near future she wishes to purchase a machine,

learn stitching dresses of children and thereby improve income.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Fashion Designing (7814)

Name of the Trainee :   Sivakoti Sridevi

Husband Name :    Ramalingam

Village :    Bhogapuram

Mandal :    Rambilli

District :    Visakhapatnam

State :    Andhra Pradesh

Country :    India

Family Background: Sridevi family constitutes, husband and

2 girl children and 4 members live together and represent

backward caste. Her husband works as electrician in a private

company at Parawada. Besides this they hold 0.50 cents of land

and the meagre incomes are enabling them in meeting the family

needs. They live in pucca house, having 2 rooms with veranda

and is constructed with the support of government.

Education Background: Sridevi has passed 10th class and
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her husband completed ITI Electrical and 2 of the daughters are

studying 2nd & 1st class respectively.

Contact with BCT: Sridevi came to know about BCT-nimsme

executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Other than taking care of house management

she just know stitching pals to sarees and making repairs to

clothes. Her strong wish of supporting family financially, based

on interest   demand for the trade, she find Fashion Designing is

of use and underwent training.

She has thoroughly learnt garment construction particularly

Panjabi dress, latest tops, blouses, inner ware of both men and

women. She learnt the techniques of cutting and stitching. In fact

she stretched more than the stipulated training period and

reached to perfection.

Present Status: On successful completion of training she

started working from home and is able to earn Rs.3, 500/- per

month.  Before undergoing this training she used to earn around

Rs.1, 200/- per month. The increased income is enabling in

meeting the children’s development aspirations and in paying

loans. She further wises to learn Embroidery and thereby increase

her income.  She is very happy & confident guy for supporting

the family and expressed her gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT for

the opportunity.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Fashion Designing (13827)

Name of the Trainee : K. Rajamma

Husband Name : Raju Praveen Sai

Village : Vurumu

Mandal : G. Madugula

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: In Rajamma family 4 members live

together apart from her, husband, father-in-law and mother-in-

law are the other members, belongs to konda dora, Scheduled

Tribe community. Her father –in-law occupation is agriculture

besides attending wage works, husband, mother-in-law and she

used to attend wage works and having 1 acre of land.  They live in

a pucca house with two rooms which is constructed with the

support of government.
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Education Background: Rajamma and her husband have

studied up to intermediate, father-in-law and mother-in-law are

illiterates.

Contact with BCT: Rajamma came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through local NGO

representative. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. To improve her financial status she has shown

interest to undergo fashion designing training. By assessing her

capabilities, market avenues she find Fashion Designing is of use

and underwent training.

She has thoroughly learnt the hand stitching, stitching of

clothes, cutting and garment construction aspects. She very much

like the way of training, through which she could learnt stitching

garments that to arresting the wastage of cloth.  She successfully

completed the course and gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: On successful completion of training she

started stitching hand stitched quilts and other dresses. She has

selected quilts since no one in the area prepares and having

demand in the local areas.   She is earning a monthly income of

Rs.3, 500/- and is supporting in meeting the family expenses. The

above income is inclusive of wage work income of Rs.1, 500/-. In

near future she wishes to purchase a machine, learn stitching

dresses of children and thereby improve income.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Fashion Designing (7814)

Name of the Trainee : Sigireddy Vijayakumari

Husband Name : Chiranjeevi Rao

Village : Dimili

Mandal : Rambilli

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Vijyakumari family constitutes,

husband, 1 female and 1 male child. Her husband is a small farmer

having one acre of wet and dry land. She is house maker besides

taking care of 1 milch animal and children are young. They live in

pucca house which has 3 rooms.

Education Background: Vijyakumari studied up to

intermediate, husband studied up to 10th class and children are

studying 2nd class and UKG respectively.
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Contact with BCT: Vijyakumari came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted in collaboration with National Institute

of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being

imparted. By assessing her capabilities, interest, having local

demand for the skill, she find Fashion Designing is of use and

underwent training.

She has thoroughly learnt the stitching of clothes, cutting,

colour combinations and garment construction aspects by

extending her time period in the existing garment unit. She

successfully completed the course and gained a lot of confidence.

From her view point, training program was really motivating and

valuable for her empowered life.

Present Status:

On successful completion of training she along with other

trainees have opted for bank loan for purchase of Sewing machines

and got the same. She started working from home stitching

Punjabi dresses, various tops, blouses, garments of children and

thereby earning Rs.3, 000/- per month. Besides taking care of

home affairs & animals she is earning this additional amount.  The

increased income is enabling in sending children to local convent,

meeting the basic requirements in the household and supporting

to agriculture. She is very happy for supporting the family and

very much wish to provide good education to her children and

expressed her gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT for the opportunity.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Fashion Designing (13827)

Name of the Trainee : V. Varahalamma

Father Name : Bojjayya

Village : Vurumu

Mandal : G. Madugula

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Varahalamma family consists of 5

members, apart from her mother, elder brother, sister-in-law and

nephew live together and they belong to Konda Dora, Scheduled

tribe community.  Family owns 50 cents of land and all the elder

members attend wage works. They live in a two roomed own

house whish was constructed with the support of government.

Education Background: Varahalamma has studied up to 5th

class, her brother has completed Intermediate rest of the elders

are illiterates and nephew is too young.
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Contact with BCT: Varahalamma came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through local NGO

representative. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Since she get limited income from agriculture

works and in order to improve her financial status shown interest

to undergo fashion designing training. By assessing her

capabilities, market avenues she find Fashion Designing is of use

and underwent training.

She has thoroughly learnt the stitching of clothes, cutting

and garment construction aspects. She very much like the way of

training, through which she could learnt stitching garments.  She

successfully completed the course and gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: On successful completion of training even

though she does not possess tailoring machine she started

working on other machine by paying rent. She is stitching blouses

with lining, Panjabi Dresses, collecting works from relatives and

neighbours. She is getting a monthly income of Rs.2, 800/- and is

being used to meet the family running expenses. She is happy to

earn money under the shade and in near future she wishes to

purchase machine and establish shop in Mandal headquarters.
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Case Study of ESDP IN EMBROIDERY: - Self Employment

Name of the Trainee : K.Lakshmi Bala

Father Name : Rambabu

Village : Kathiroldhi Village

Mandal : Koyuru Mandal

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Her name is Lakshmi Bala. She belongs

to a middle class family. Agriculture is their profession. She was

forced to stop her studies due to the not so favourable financial

status prevailing at her home. She was passing through a very

difficult phase in her life as far as the running day to day life is

concerned.

Contact with BCT: She came to know about BCT through

her friend and got awareness regarding importance of

Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes which are being

conducted with the collaboration of National Institute of Micro

Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being imparted.

Immediately she convinced her father to join the ‘Embroidery

course’.

About the Embroidery Skill: After joining in the course, she

has shown a good interest in learning the Embroidery skill. She

worked hard to get perfection in what she is learning. She has

successfully completed the course and gained a lot of confidence.

Through this training she got very good opportunity to learn

Herring bone stitch, French Knots, Kashmir Stitch, Button hold
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stitch, Shadow Embroidery, Fishbone stitch, Lazydisey Feather,

Kanth work, Long and Short stitches. Now she feels very happy

and confident of herself and her professional skills and

transformed herself as a pillar of support for her whole family.

From her view point training program was really motivating and

valuable for her empowered life.

Present Status: She is utilising her skills gained at training

by working as self employed & is earning Rs.2000/- per month in

her village. Her family members are feeling very happy and

showing much regards to Ministry of MSME, NI-MSME and BCT

for giving such opportunity to learn the Embroidery skill which

has turned her entire life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Fashion Designing (13827)

Name of the Trainee : Vulli Ramanamma

Husband Name : Subbarao

Village : Vurumu

Mandal : G. Madugula

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Ramanamma family consists of 4

members, apart from her husband, father in-law and mother-in-

law living together and they belongs to Konda Dora, Scheduled

tribe community.  Family owns 5 cents of land her husband, in-

laws and she attends wage works.  They live in a two roomed

own house whish was constructed with the support of

government.

Education Background: Ramanamma has studied up to 7th
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class, her husband completed his degree and in-laws are illiterates.

Contact with BCT: Ramanamma came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through local NGO

representative. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted with the collaboration of National

Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills

being imparted. Since she get limited income from agriculture

works and in order to improve her financial status shown interest

to undergo fashion designing training. By assessing her

capabilities, market avenues she find Fashion Designing is of use

and underwent training.

She has thoroughly learnt the stitching of clothes, cutting

and garment construction aspects. She very much like the way of

training, through which she could learnt stitching garments.  She

successfully completed the course and gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: On successful completion of training even

though she does not possess tailoring machine she started

working on other machine by paying rent. Majority trainees

expressed the issue of procuring on their own due to poor

economic conditions.  She is stitching blouses, Saree pals,

collecting works from the village as well as from neighbouring

villages. She is getting a monthly income of Rs.2, 000/- and is

being used to meet the family running expenses. In near future

she wishes to purchase machine thereby increase business

volume.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Fashion Designing

Name of the Trainee  : T. Venkata Lakshmi

Husband Name : Venkata Suri

Village : Apparayudupalem

Mandal : Rambilli

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: In Venkata Lakshmi family along with

her husband one girl child aged 3 years live together. She studied

up to 10th class and used to be the house wife and husband is an

Auto Driver and the earnings are just meeting the basic

requirements of the family.

Contact with BCT: Venkata Lakshmi came to know about

BCT-nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the

community organisers. The field staff of BCT created awareness
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regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development

Programmes which are being conducted with the collaboration

of National Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the

various skills being imparted. Seeing the opportunities nearby

such as avenues for tailoring she opted to undergo Fashion

Designing course.

She has thoroughly learnt the stitching of clothes, cutting,

hand embroidery, colour combinations and garment construction

aspects. She learnt how to stitch particularly children dresses &

ladies related items adhering to present fashions. She successfully

completed the course and gained a lot of confidence. From her

view point, training program was really motivating and valuable

for his empowered life.

Present Status: On successful completion of training she

started working from home. Besides stitching clothes she is

training other two children in her village. She is able to earn a

monthly income of ` 2,000/- per month. Prior to this income they

could not feed their child properly and now that they are able to

provide nutritious food. Now they are able to save money and

have plans to clear their debts in near future.  She has plans to

join garment industry, once the child grows and expressed her

gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT for the opportunity.
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Case Study of ESDP IN EMBROIDERY: - Self Employment

Name of the Trainee : S.Venkata Lakshmi

Father Name : Chittibabu

Village : Kathiroldhi Village

Mandal : Koyuru Mandal

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Her name is Venkata Lakshmi. She

belongs to a middle class family with tribal background.

Agriculture is their profession. She was forced to stop her studies

during her intermediate studies as she has to look after her

unhealthy mother. She was also forced to take up the job of daily

kooli. She was passing through a very difficult phase in her life as

far as the running day to day life is concerned.

Contact with BCT: She came to know about BCT through
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her friend and got awareness regarding importance of

Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes which are being

conducted with the collaboration of National Institute of Micro

Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being imparted.

Immediately she convinced her father to join the ‘Embroidery

course’.

About the Embroidery Skill: After joining in the course, she

has shown a good interest in learning the Embroidery skill. She

worked hard to get perfection in what she is learning. She has

successfully completed the course and gained a lot of confidence.

Through this training she got very good opportunity to learn

Herring bone stitch, French Knots, Kashmir Stitch, Button hold

stitch, Shadow Embroidery, Fishbone stitch, Lazy disey Feather,

Kanth work, Long and Short stitches. Now she feels very happy

and confident of herself and her professional skills and

transformed herself as a pillar of support for her whole family.

From her view point training program was really motivating and

valuable for her empowered life.

Present Status:  She is utilising her skills gained at training

by working as a daily wage worker at BCT production centre a

part of BCT garment unit.  She is earning about Rs.1500/- net per

month. Lakshmi wanted to further increase her skills in designing

& embroidery under an experienced Fashion designer so she

stayed back at BCT for few months before starting he unit in her

village only.
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Case Study of ESDP IN Fashion Designing: - Self Employment

Name of the Trainee : Kintarala Dayakala

Father Name : Apparao

Village : Gummala Gondi

Mandal : Gudem Kotta Veedhi

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Gondupalli is a small village located in Gudem

Kotta Veedhi Mandal of Visakhapatnam District. Symala parents are

daily wage earners and in her family all together 6 members live

together. The earnings of the family are very meager and are not even

sufficient to meet the basic needs. She has studied up to 10th class and

for continuation of further studies in near by town her parents could

not afford and forced to stop continue her education.

Contact with BCT: At this juncture, she heard about the

opportunity of undergoing Fashion Designing training through their

village head and started enquiring with her friends and could find her

friends too got interest. On one fine day she got the opportunity in

meeting the field staff of BCT and come to know further detail for

undergoing the training. This has encouraged her to purse the

entrepreneurship training and got the consent from their parents

without much reluctance as the organization is known to the villagers.
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She along with other two friends admitted in to residential Fashion

Designing course.

About the Fashion Designing: She has interest for and inclination

to be modern. On joining in the course, she has shown a good interest

in learning the skill. She worked hard to get perfection in what she is

learning. She has successfully come out with the completion of the

course by gaining a lot of confidence.

During the training she learnt taking body measurements,  Sewing

machine type parts and use of sewing machine, Stitches Temporary

and permanent stitches  Types of pleats-seams, Neck line, Biors facing

and biasbindiur, Clarification of Textile fibers, introduction to design

colour, lives, texture , Balance, Rhythm, Emphasis, Proportion , Harmony,

Tie and Dye and about the entrepreneurship. Besides this she got

opportunity in practicing in making baby frocks, petticoat, stitching

blouse, kurtas, slawar, chudidhar etc. Now she feels very happy and

confident of herself and her professional skills. From her view point

training program was really motivating and valuable for her empowered

life.

Present Status: On successful completion, Syamala has went back

to he village with the sewing machine that BCT facilitated in getting it

through the police department and started working. After a year of

working in her village, she along with 2 other batch mates namely

K.Dywakala & Santha Kumari (who like her have got sewing machines

and were working in their villages), decided to start a sewing machine

shop at Mandal headquarters, GK Veedhi.

GK Veedhi Mandal is a naxalite effected area & also the villages

are dispersed. However, given that many villages come down to GK

Veedhi for weekly Shandy. These 3 young women decided to cater to

lager number of tribals by have a centralized place. They could secure a

loan of Rs.10, 000/- from a benevolent individual for starting the shop.

In the past one month that they have started the shop, the name of

this is being spread quickly, as the sales have just started increasing.

 We could see the increased confidence levels among these 3

trainees in supporting their families with reasonable incomes. Even their

family members are feeling very happy and showing much regards to

Ministry of MSME, NI-MSME and BCT for giving such opportunity to

learn the Embroidery skill which has turned her entire life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MS Office and Internet (7824)

Name of the Trainee  : A. Chiranjeevi Rao

Father Name  : S/o Apparao

Village : Rambilli

Mandal : Rambilli

District : Visakhapatnam

State  : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Chiranjeevi family consists of his wife

and 2 children and live together. His wife works as teacher in a

local private school; father and mother live separately and run a

small hotel. They do not possess any assets and lives in own semi

pucca house with 2 rooms and veranda.

Education background: Chiranjeevi studied up to

Intermediate, his wife is a graduate in Bachelor of Arts, son is

studying 5th class and daughter studying 3rd class.
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Contact with BCT: Before joining MS Office and Internet

training Chiranjeevi used to run a Xerox machine in Mandal

headquarters and noticed that there is demand for computer job

works. For lack of this requisite skill, he noticed loosing income.

In this backdrop Chiranjeevi came to know about BCT-nimsme

executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers.    The field staff of BCT created awareness various

ESDP’s which are being conducted with the collaboration of

National Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises. Since he is

already noticed the marketable skill he opted M S Office and

Internet and undergone the training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects of M S

Office and Internet, such as  Computer Hardware basic

Fundamentals such as Notepad, Word pad, Paint, MS Office

shortcuts, MS Office word, MS Office Power Point, MS Office Excel

and Internet. He worked hard and acquainted himself to execute

job works. He has successfully completed the course.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he got

opportunity to work in a local ‘mee-seva’ centre, besides earnings

from Xerox machine and is able to earn Rs. 12,000/- per month.

Now he is happy to meet the basic needs of his family that to on

his own, started clearing the past loans and is providing education

to his children in a private convent. In near future wishes to

procure own computer system and work independently.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MS Office and Internet (7812)

Name of the Trainee : V. Bhavani

Father Name : D/o Siddeswara Rao

Village : Munchingput

Mandal : Munchingput

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Bhavani family consists of 7 members

apart from her, husband, father, 1 elder brother, 3younger sisters

live together. His father is a small farmer having 2 acres of wet

land, 1 acre dry land and are holding 3 animals. Her husband is a

teacher 1 sister take care of home affairs and remaining 2 attend

wage works. Family lives in a pucca house constructed with the

support of government.
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Education background: Bhavani studied up Intermediate,

DED; husband, B.A, B.Ed; father studied up to 5th class, brother

7th class, younger sister up to Degree, other two sisters are semi

literates.

Contact with BCT: She came in to contact with BCT staff on

seeing the palm plate enquire and met them. Since she is idle,

chose to improve her skills. The field staff created awareness

regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development

Programmes which are being conducted with the collaboration

of National Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the

various skills being imparted. Seeing the present trends she has

shown interest in MS office and Internet course. She thought that

through acquiring this skill may find her job or to start her own

shop.

Se has shown interest in learning various aspects of M S

Office and Internet, such as word, excel, power point presentation,

internet and is very keen in learning things. She has successfully

completed the course. She very much liked the teaching other

trainees during training and learning mostly with key pad short

cuts.

Present Status: On successful completion of training she

got opportunity to work in a internet centre and is doing job works

and training students in internet. She is getting a salary amount

of Rs.5, 000/-, in addition through sale of down loaded

applications getting another (40% share) Rs.1, 000/-; together

earning amount of Rs. 6,000/- per month. The income derived is

completely used to meet family expenses since her husband

addicted to bad habits. She wishes to provide literacy to the

illiterates that are living near to her. In future she plans to start

own internet centre at her house. She expressed her gratitude to

BCT-Ni-msme for providing quality training which has shown way

to earn.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MS Office and Internet (Tribal)-13825

Name of the Trainee : K. Venkata Ramana

Father Name : Nagraju

Village : Bayalu Kinchangi

Mandal : Chintapalli

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Venkata Ramana family comprises of

father, mother and male children (including him) and 4 members

live together and belong to Valmiki, Schedule tribe caste. Family

holds 2 acres of land and 6 milch animals, father occupation is

agriculture and mother supports in animals care besides taking

care of home affairs and his brother is studying. They live in a two

roomed house which is of their own and the overall condition is

average.
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Education background: Venkata Ramana completed his

Graduation, his brother pursuing B.Ed, and his parents are

illiterates.

Contact with BCT: Venkata Ramana came to know about

BCT-Ni-msme executing vocational skills through news paper.

Office bearers have created awareness regarding importance of

Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes which are being

conducted with the collaboration of National Institute of Micro

Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being imparted.

Seeing the present trends, improving his qualifications and

employment avenues he has shown interest in M S Office and

Internet and undergone the training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects of M S

Office and Internet, such as  Computer Hardware basic

Fundamentals such as Notepad, Word pad, MS Office word, Paint,

MS Office Excel, MS Office Power Point and Internet. In training

performed tasks by using key board short cuts with about 80%

and remaining with mouse, which put us at ease even during

change in new versions. Besides this since trainees are teaching

others for about 40% of their time has allowed in get command

over subject.  He worked hard to get perfection in what he is

being taught.

Present Status: On successful completion of training to

further improve his skills joined in local internet centre and earning

monthly income of Rs.5000/-.   He expressed his happiness to be

part of the training and ventilated his gratitude to BCT-ni-msme.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MS Office and Internet - 7824

Name of the Trainee  : M.Venkatesh

Father Name  : S/o Ramu

Village : Murakada

Mandal : Rambilli

District : Visakhapatnam

State  : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Venkatesh family consists of 4 members

apart from him his parents and sister live together. Venkatesh is

special need children (hearing impaired). Family do not possess

any assets, parents work as agriculture labourers, sister as tailor

and he is also a tailor. They live in their own house constructed

with the support of government which has 1 room with veranda.

Education background: Both of the Venkatesh parents are

illiterates, he  underwent rehabilitation for his impairment in the
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PI run rehabilitation centre learnt academics matches to 9th class,

equipped with tailoring skill.   His sister studied up to 5th class.

Contact with BCT: He came to know about computer

trainings through his teachers at BCT. They have created

awareness on various skill development trainings which are being

conducted with the collaboration of National Institute of Micro

Small Medium Enterprises. As part of executing tailoring works

he felt to equip computer knowledge to document the products

with cost analysis, marketing etc.  He find M S Office and Internet

course is of use and undergone the training.

He has shown keen interest in learning various aspects of

M S Office and Internet, such as  Computer Hardware basic

Fundamentals such as MS Office Excel, Notepad, Word pad, Paint,

MS Office shortcuts, MS Office word, MS Office Power Point and

Internet. He has successfully completed the course.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he got

opportunity to work in Partner Institute as instructor cum

managing the bag project which has local as well international

market, teaching tailoring to hearing impaired children, besides

stitching clothes. With the learnt knowledge he is easily

documenting required aspects and has become very useful in the

unit. His monthly earning is Rs.6, 000/-, saving his earnings besides

supporting his family and has plans to equip hearing impaired

with leadership qualities too. He is very happy to be part of the

training.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MS Office and Internet (7824)

Name of the Trainee : D. Ganga Bhavani

Husband Name : Govind

Village : Haripuram

Mandal : Rambilli

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Ganga Bhavani family consists of her

husband, one male child and belongs to backward caste. Her

husband is construction worker and she works as village organizer,

helps DWACRA groups functioning in the village. They do not

possess any land and lives in a thatched house with 1 room and

veranda.

Education background: Ganga Bhavani studied up to

intermediate and is a student of BCT run residential model school
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where she acquired tailoring and leadership skills, as part of her

studies. Her husband studied up to 5th class and son is studying

LKG.

Contact with BCT: Ganga Bhavani came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organisers. As part of her duties i.e. supporting DWACRA groups’

computer literacy has emerged as essential and she opted M S

Office and Internet and undergone the training.

She has shown interest in learning various aspects of M S

Office and Internet, such as MS Office shortcuts, MS Office Excel,

word, Power Point, Notepad, Word pad, Paint, and Internet.  She

worked hard to learn things and has successfully completed

training.  From her view point, training program has given scope

in documenting the affairs of groups and more over has helped

in continuing in the job.

Present Status: She continue work as Village Organizer

documenting details related to thrift & credits, meeting minutes,

members insurance and in filling scholarship applications for

children of group members related to 32 village groups. She is

able to earn Rs. 5,600/- per month, same is being used to meet

the family expenses and is saving little amount every month. Since

the earnings of her husband are meagre she wishes to support

family with her additional income through other means of tailoring

too and has wished to provide good education to child.      She is

very happy for the timely organizing the training which has

supported in meeting her requirement and expressed her

gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MS Office and Internet (Tribal)-13825

Name of the Trainee : K. Malleswara Rao

Father Name : Venkatarao

Village : Barideputtu, Gondali

Mandal : Paderu

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: In my family 8 members live, besides

my parents have 2 younger brothers and 3 younger sisters. My

parent’s occupation is agriculture and we have 4.6 acres of dry

land and 3.3 acres of wet land. We live in a semi pucca house.

Education background: Both my parents are illiterates but

have interest in educating us. I have studied B. Sc degree with

Chemistry and all others are pursuing education.

Contact with BCT: Malleswara Rao came to know about BCT-
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Ni-msme executing vocational skills through SSR Computer

Education Society office bearers. Office bearers have created

awareness regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill

Development Programmes which are being conducted with the

collaboration of National Institute of Micro Small Medium

Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. Seeing the

present trends and employment avenues he has shown interest

in M S Office and Internet and undergone the training.

He has shown interest in learning various aspects of M S

Office and Internet, such as  Computer Hardware basic

Fundamentals such as Notepad, Word pad, MS Office word, Paint,

MS Office Excel, MS Office Power Point and Internet. In training

performed tasks by using key board short cuts with about 80%

and remaining with mouse, which put us at ease even during

change in new versions. Besides this since trainees are teaching

others for about 40% of their time has allowed in get command

over subject.  He worked hard to get perfection in what he is

being taught.

Present Status: On successful completion of training got

opportunity in working as faculty in village camps being run by

SSR Computer Education society and earning an amount of Rs.5,

000/- per month. From his view point, training program was really

motivating and valuable for his empowered life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MS Office and Internet (Tribal)-13825

Name of the Trainee : R. Suryamani

Father Name : Kondababu

Village : Marriputtu, Guda

Mandal : Paderu

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: In Suryamani family 5 members live

together, besides her parents have 2 younger sisters. Her parent’s

occupation is agriculture and they have 0.50 acres of wet land

and live in a semi pucca house.

Education background: Both of the Suryamani parents are

literates. She has studied B.Sc. degree with Horticulture and both

sisters are studying.
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Contact with BCT: Suryamani came to know about BCT-Ni-

msme executing vocational skills through SSR Computer Education

Society office bearers. Office bearers have created awareness

regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development

Programmes which are being conducted with the collaboration

of National Institute of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises and

the various skills being imparted. Seeing the present trends and

employment avenues she has shown interest in M S Office and

Internet and undergone the training.

She has shown interest in learning various aspects of M S

Office and Internet, basic Fundamentals such as Notepad, Word

pad, MS Office word, Paint, MS Office Excel, MS Office Power

Point presentation. In training performed tasks using key board

short cuts by about 80% and remaining 20% with mouse, which

put us at ease even during change in new versions. Besides this,

since trainees are teaching others for about 40% of their time

has allowed in getting command over subject.  She has worked

hard to get perfection in what is being taught.

Present Status: On successful completion of training got

opportunity in working as faculty in village camps being run by

SSR Computer Education society and earning an amount of Rs. 5,

000/- per month. In future her ambition is to get decent job.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MS Office and Internet (7812)

Name of the Trainee : P.Purnima

Husband Name : Sastry Babu

Village : Munchingput

Mandal : Munchingput

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Purnima family consists of 8 members

apart from her, husband, 1 daughter, father, 1 elder brother, 1

younger brother, 2 elder sisters live together and mother is

diseased. His father is a small farmer having half acre of wet land,

2 acres dry land ( yielding are low) and are holding 6 animals. Her

husband is a Politician and earns nothing. Elder brother works as

government teacher, one sister used to make clothes, other is

fair price shop dealer and younger brother is studying.    Family
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lives in 3 roomed house constructed with the support of

government.

Education background: Purnima studied B.A, father and 2

elder sisters are literates part way through primary education,

brother is studying B.A 2nd year and her husband studied up to

B.A.

Contact with BCT: She came in to contact with BCT staff on

seeing the palm plate enquired and met them. Since she is idle

and to get job joined this course. The field staff created awareness

regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development

Programmes which are being conducted with the collaboration

of National Institute of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the

various skills being imparted. Seeing the present trends she has

shown interest in MS office and Internet course.

Se has shown interest in learning various aspects of M S

Office and Internet, such as word, excel, power point presentation,

internet and is very keen in learning things. She has successfully

completed the course. She very much liked the teaching other

trainees during training and learning mostly with key pad short

cuts.

Present Status: On successful completion of training she

joined local computer center and doing job works and thereby

earning Rs.4, 000/- per month. She very much appraised the

training through which she could able find job and is supporting

for the family well being. The income derived is completely used

to meet the expenses of her daughter, husband and of her. Her

husband pays least care to the family. She volunteer and support

in documenting DWACRA group affairs and in future she wishes

to start computer training centre. She expressed her gratitude to

BCT-Ni-msme for providing quality training which has shown way

to support her family.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MS Office and Internet (7812)

Name of the Trainee : S. Vinod Kumar

Fateher Name : Ramesh

Village : Sujanakota

Mandal : Munchingput

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Vinod Kumar family consists of 4

members apart from him, father, mother, younger brother live

together and belongs to scheduled tribe community.  His father

is a small farmer having 3.5 acres of land; mother sells firewood,

brother pursuing studies.    They live in 4 roomed pucca house

constructed with the support of government.

Education background: Both Vinod Kumar parents are

illiterates, he studied up to Intermediate and his brother is
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studying intermediate.

Contact with BCT: While Vinod Kumar looking out for job

avenues he came to know about the training information through

his friends and contacted BCT staff. The field staff created

awareness regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill

Development Programmes which are being conducted with the

collaboration of National Institute of Micro Small Medium

Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. He has selected

MS office and Internet course seeing the present trends and with

an anticipation of getting job through acquiring the skill.

During the training he has learnt various aspects of M S

Office and Internet such as tables, excel, word, typing skills,

internet and is regularly attended to classes. He liked the way of

teaching, in particular teaching internet.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he

joined in a shop doing typing works and is getting a monthly salary

of Rs.4, 000/-. He is happy to get employment on completion of

skill and is educating students on computer literacy. He is

supporting his family, taking part in regular monthly savings

(Cheeti) to purchase computer and wish to establish job work

centre at tribal headquarters. He is requesting to provide more

opportunities to learn marketable skills in computers to enhance

income. He expressed his gratitude to BCT-Ni-msme for providing

quality training which has shown way to establish in life.
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Case Study of ESDP IN MS Office and Internet

Name of the Trainee : Boddapu Nagamani

Father Name : Apparao

Village : Mamidiwada

Mandal : Rambilli

District : Visakhapatnam

State : Andhra Pradesh

Country : India

Family Background: Nagamani parents lives in Pedapalli

village Yellamanchili Mandal in an owned semi pucca house and

she is living with her grand parents. Nagamani has passed

Intermediate, she has one elder and younger sister, younger one

is studying 10th class and elder one has studied up to Degree.

Her father is tenant farmer and mother helps in farming.

Contact with BCT: As part of partner agency initiatives

Nagamani Grand mother is a member of Gram Kalyan Mahila Club
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which operates for the well being of women and children. She

came to know about BCT-nimsme executing vocational skills

through one of the community organisers. The field staff of BCT

created awareness regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill

Development Programmes which are being conducted with the

collaboration of National Institute of Micro Small Medium

Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. By

understanding the present employment needs she opted to

choose M S Office and Internet and undergone the training.

She has shown interest in learning various aspects of M S

Office and Internet, such as  Computer Hardware basic

Fundamentals such as Notepad, Word pad, Paint, MS Office

shortcuts, MS Office word, MS Office Power Point, MS Office Excel

and Internet. He worked hard to get perfection in what he is being

taught. He has successfully completed the course and gained a

lot of confidence. From his view point, training program was really

motivating and valuable for his empowered life.

Present Status:

On successful completion of training she got opportunity

in working as Education Volunteer in Government Upper Primary

School and teaching computer classes for children. She is drawing

Rs.2, 000/- per month and enhancing her education qualification

by attending B. Sc through correspondence course. She is as well

taking part in supporting child development aspirations such as

organizing extra coaching classes, games, Bhajans, village

sanitation activities and got special recognition in the village.    She

is very happy and expressed her gratitude to NI-MSME and BCT

for giving opportunity to learn the locally employable skill which

has benefiting her life.

Teaching Upper Primary Children
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Case Study of Entrepreneurship

Development Program for Women – 13828

Name of the Trainee :    M. Vijaya Lakshmi

Husband Name :    Chinababu

Village :    Munchingput

Mandal :    Munchingput

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: In Vijaya Lakshmi family 4 members live

together, apart from her, husband, daughter and a son.   They

belong to Scheduled tribe community. Family owns 2 acres of

land in which they cultivate turmeric and Pippallu.  Her husband

is a wage earner, earlier she used to work as volunteer Velugu

project and she has to discontinue for lack of funds. Both the

children are studying.   They live in their own pucca house having

which constructed with the support of Government.
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Education Background: Vijaya Lakshmi and her husband

have completed SSC, girl is pursuing B.Sc Bio-Chemistry and son

is studying 10th class.

Contact with BCT: Vijaya Lakshmi came to know about the

skill up gradation trainings through BCT Community Organizer.

The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding importance of

Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes, which are being

conducted in collaboration with National Institute of Micro Small

Medium Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. She

has selected EDP training to get to know about running business

and thereby improve economic resources.

During the training she got to know about the various skills

required for running the business, essential qualities of

entrepreneur, importance of working in groups, leadership

aspects, importance of building rapport with others,

communication skills, resolving problems, time management,

decision making and how to launch the business, values in

business. She actively took part in the training and according to

her learnt much about the tips in business, acquired

communication skills, patience and working in groups.

 Present Status: Even during the training she is instrumental

in getting 20 tons of curry leaf order and are supplying to the

party in different spells. On completion of training she has started

purchasing forest produce as well agriculture produce and selling

to others. Through this she is providing business opportunity to

other trainees. She is able to generate a monthly income of Rs.5,

000/-. The portion of income is spent for household expenses

and part of the income is advanced for procuring material. She

wishes to increase the business volume amongst the trainees

group and applied for group loan. She expressed her happiness

to be part of this training through which could learn business

techniques, getting clarity to thoughts and work in groups.
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Case Study of Entrepreneurship Development

Program for Women – 13828

Name of the Trainee :    G. Jaya Lakshmi

Husband Name :    Kameswararao

Village :    Sujanakota

Mandal :    Munchingput

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: In Jaya Lakshmi family 4 members live
together, apart from her, father, one younger and elder sister.
They belong to Scheduled tribe community. Family owns 4 acres
of land in which they cultivate turmeric, ragulu and cashew nut,
besides they have 2 cattle for agriculture purposes.  Her father’s
occupation is agriculture, elder sister is woring as teacher and
younger one is studying. She has just completed her education.
They live in their own semi pucca house having 2 rooms with
veranda which is constructed with the support of Government.
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Education Background: Jaya Lakshmi studied up to
intermediate, her father studied up to 7th class, elder sister has
done her special grade teacher training and younger one is
studying 7th class.

Contact with BCT: Jaya Lakshmi came to know about the
skill up gradation trainings in the Mandal level DWACRA meet
and approached PI representatives. The field staff of BCT created
awareness regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill
Development Programmes, which are being conducted in
collaboration with National Institute of Micro Small Medium
Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. She has selected
EDP training to get to know about starting and running business
on her own. .

During the training she got to know about the various skills
required for running the business, essential qualities of
entrepreneur, importance of working in groups, leadership
aspects, importance of building rapport with others,
communication skills, resolving problems, time management,
decision making and how to launch the business, values in
business. She actively took part in the training and according to
her learnt much about the tips in business, bringing motivation
and how to get bank loans.

Present Status: On successful completion of training she is
taking part in 2 activities, one is that established groceries shop
in the village (earlier there were no shops) with a starting capital
of Rs.1, 000/- and slowly it is raised to Rs.5, 000/-, purchasing
raw turmeric and tamarind and by adding value like processing
the turmeric able to sell for 5 times more than the procurement
cost, by de seedling tamarind getting 3 times higher rate.     For all
these she works 2 hors in the morning and 2 hours in the evening
and getting income of Rs.3, 000/- per month. Simultaneously she
is undergoing nurse training.  She has applied for the bank loan
and strong wish to improve the business volume by adding other
trainees.  She expressed her happiness to be part of this training
through which could learn business techniques, getting clarity to
thoughts and work in groups.
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Case Study of Entrepreneurship Development

Program for Women (group) – 13828

Name of the Trainee :    P. Vanisree-

     P. Sakuntala

Husband Name :    Ramarao-Laxmayya

Village :    Sujanakota

Mandal :    Munchingput

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background: Both Vanisree and Sakuntala family size

is 4 members. In vanisree family apart from her , husband 2

brothers and Sakunatala, her husband, father and mother live

together and both of the families belong to Scheduled tribe.     Both

the families possess agriculture land having extent of 1 and 2 acres

respectively and each family have 4 cattle. All the members attend

wage works except one works in private company and is the
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brother of Vanisree. Both of the families live in their own houses

(2 rooms with veranda and 1 room with veranda) constructed

with the support of government.

Education Background: Vanisree studied up to 7th class,

husband finished 10th class and brothers studied ITI 7th class

respectively. Sakuntala studied up to 7th class and remaining

family members are illiterates.

Contact with BCT: Both of them came to know about the

skill up gradation trainings in the Mandal level DWACRA meet

and approached PI representatives. The field staff of BCT created

awareness regarding importance of Entrepreneurship skill

Development Programmes, which are being conducted in

collaboration with National Institute of Micro Small Medium

Enterprises and the various skills being imparted. They have

selected EDP training to get to know about starting and running

business on their own.

During the training they got to know about the various skills

required for running the business, essential qualities of

entrepreneur, importance of working in groups, leadership

aspects, importance of building rapport with others,

communication skills, resolving problems, time management,

decision making and how to launch the business, values in

business. They actively took part in the training and according to

them learnt much about communicating with courage, acquired

confidence and the motivation.

Present Status: During the training they have opted to take

up the business of weighment of agriculture produces and

accordingly procured equipment and started doing business. In a

week they work for about 4 days on this and are getting a monthly

income of Rs.3, 000/- each.   In future they wish to purchase

agriculture products and make business with them to derive more

income. They very much appreciated and expressed their

gratitude for the opportunity which bringing change in their lives.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN FITTER Maintenance General (7819)

Name of the Trainee :   Oyiboina Ramana Babu

Father/ Name :   Appalanaidu

Village :   Ramagiri

Qualification :   ITI Fitter

Mandal :   Munagapaka

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background :  In Ramana Babu family 4

members live together, besides him his parents and elder brother

are other members and belongs to backward caste. Family do

not possess any land however they have pucca house which has

2 rooms. His parent’s occupation is agriculture laborers’, brother

works in a private company.

Education Background : Both of Ramana Babu Parents are

illiterates, his brother studied up to 10th class and he has
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completed ITI in Fitter trade.   Even though he possess Fitter

certificate he does not have requisite skill.

Contact with BCT: Ramana Babu came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organizers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted in collaboration with National Institute

of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being

imparted. Since he has done his ITI Fitter course he wanted to

learn the practical aspects, seeing the job avenues locally selected

FMG and undergone training. He has regularly attended the

training and has learnt the skills with interest. He has successfully

completed the course, learnt all fitter related works and gained

confidence.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he

joined in Ocean India, Atchutapuram as machine operator, earning

a monthly salary of Rs. 7,500/- per month. The income derived is

being supportive to the family living standards. He expressed

gratitude for learning the practical aspects which supported in

getting job and wish to reach to higher promotions in job.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN FITTER Maintenance General (7819)

Name of the Trainee :   Reddi Narasingarao

Father/ Name :   Pentaiah

Village :   Krishnampalem

Qualification :   ITI Fitter

Mandal :   Rambilli

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background :  In Narasingarao family 3 members

live together, besides him his parents and sister got married.

Family used to possess 1.5 acres of dry land and 1 roomed house

with veranda besides thatched kitchen and are been taken by

government for SEZ operations. His parent’s prime occupation is

agriculture wage laborers.  Now they live in a rented house and

looking out for site that is going to receive from Government.
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Education Background : Both of Narasingarao parents are

illiterates and he studied up to ITI in Fitter trade.   Even though

he possess Fitter certificate he does not have requisite skill.

Contact with BCT: Narasingarao came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community

organizers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted in collaboration with National Institute

of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being

imparted. Since he has done his ITI Fitter course he wanted to

learn the practical aspects, seeing the job avenues locally selected

FMG and undergone training. He has regularly attended the

training and has learnt the skills with keen interest. He has

successfully completed the course, learnt all fitter related works

and gained a lot of confidence.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he

joined in Pharma city, Parawada working under contractor mainly

doing pipeline works and is earning a monthly salary of Rs. 7,500/

- per month. Earlier he used to work under a construction

contractor at a distant place and used to earn Rs.5, 000/- per

month. With the increased income he is supporting family and is

paying to the two wheeler loan. Further he wishes to improve his

drawing skills and improve in his job avenues.  He expressed his

gratitude for learning the practical aspects which supported in

getting this fair job.
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CASE STUDY OF ESDP IN FITTER Maintenance General (7819)

Name of the Trainee :   P. Arudranaidu

Father/ Name :   Ramanamurthy

Village :   Kattupalem

Qualification :   ITI Fitter

Mandal :   Yellamanchili

District :   Visakhapatnam

State :   Andhra Pradesh

Family Background :  In Arudranaidu family 3 members

live together, apart from him his father and mother. His father is

a small farmer owning 3 acres of wet land, his mother is house

maker. They live in a pucca house with 3 rooms and veranda.

Education Background : Both of his parents are literates

and Arudranaidu has completed his fitter course in ITI.

Contact with BCT: Arudranaidu came to know about BCT-

nimsme executing vocational skills through one of the community
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organizers. The field staff of BCT created awareness regarding

importance of Entrepreneurship skill Development Programmes

which are being conducted in collaboration with National Institute

of Micro Small Medium Enterprises and the various skills being

imparted. Since he has done his ITI Fitter course he wanted to

learn the practical aspects, selected FMG and undergone training.

He has regularly attended the training and has learnt the skills

with keen interest. He has successfully completed the course,

learnt all fitter related works.

Present Status: On successful completion of training he

joined Brandix Company in, Atchutapuram and working as

machine operator. He is getting monthly salary of Rs.5, 000/- and

the same is been used for agriculture inputs and other family

expenses. Simultaneously he is undergoing welding training. He

has ambition to go abroad in near future.  He expressed his

gratitude for learning the practical aspects which supported in

getting job.



Village has been the focus of developmental process. It continues
to be the epic entre of public policy intervention. Consciously,
therefore, over four decades ago, Bhagavatula Charitable Trust
(BCT) had chosen villages as the pivot of its activities. In 1967 Dr.
BV. Parameswara Rao,   armed with a PhD in Nuclear Physics
from Pennsylvania University, USA, committed to the cause rural
rejuvenation, chose Dimili, a village 65 km away from
Visakhapatnam, devoid of permanent roads, his experimental
venue. Immediately he channelized local efforts to setup a high
school, entirely with the voluntary support of the community. Later
Dr. Rao was involved in animating the villagers in the areas of
appropriate farming techniques towards livelihoods. But these were
purely individual efforts. In order to provide an institutional
mechanism and to sustain these efforts, it was felt appropriate to
create a trust and cater to larger rural populace. Thus, Bhagavatula
Charitable Trust (BCT) was set up in 1976.

Bhagavatula Charitable Trust (BCT) a non profit, non sectarian,
social service organization has been involved in transforming rural
villages.Established in 1976, BCT has been working for the
development of rural areas around Visakhapatnam and has
conducted over 100 pilot programs—a few of which have become
models for replication across the country—in the areas of women's
self-help groups (precursor to the DWACRA and SHG), rural
banking, wasteland development, development of literacy primers
for literacy training program, training youth in skill development
programs and so on.

BCT Project area forms part of Visakhapatnam District and is one
of the North Eastern Coastal    districts of Andhra Pradesh. BCT
operates in entire district and reaching farming community by
providing technical inputs, rejuvenating for social change etc.
However major chunk of its focus is laid on 126 communities,
comprising 17 Mandals with focused interventions such as
education, health, rehabilitation of differently challenged, imparting
vocational skills, promoting livelihood avenues, reviving cultural
heritage and striving hard for social change.




